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Investing in a free public commuter
shuttle network that provides over
3 million rides per year. So everyone
has a better commute.
Stanford has called Santa Clara County home for 128 years. That’s why we’re investing in critical local transportation
projects to provide more alternatives to traditional commutes. In fact, since 2003, the university has reduced the
percentage of single-occupancy vehicle commuters to and from campus from 69% to 43% today. We're finding
sustainable solutions to help the community get to where they need to go.
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Wildfire meeting sparks
thoughts on readiness as
seasonal threat looms
By Rick Radin
Almanac Staff Writer

M
Photo by Magali Gauthier/The Almanac

Abstract thinking
Kiah tests her aquaduct in a courtyard at Hillview Middle School in Menlo Park on May 23. In 2014,
Hillview students participated in a Stanford University study on design thinking and how it can benefit
students. For the story, see Page 10.

Hampton Inn project sidelined after
split vote by Planning Commission
By Kate Bradshaw
Almanac Staff Writer

A

proposed Hampton Inn
hotel on El Camino Real
in Menlo Park was sidelined June 24 when the city’s
Planning Commission voted 3-11 against approving the hotel.
Commissioners also decided to
continue further discussion of
the matter to their next meeting,
likely to be on July 22.
The plan for a three-story,
70-room hotel with an underground parking garage at 1704 El
Camino Real has gone through
numerous iterations since it was
first proposed in 2016.
There is now a 28-room Red
Cottage Inn there, and the developer, Sagar Patel, says his family
has worked hard running the inn
since 1994.
In order to build the new hotel
at the density the owner has

proposed, the city requires that
a “public benefit” be provided to
the community. Patel has asked
the city to allow the hotel or “transient occupancy” taxes — a fee
of 12% per hotel room per night
that goes directly to the city — to
qualify as the required public
benefit.
The tax revenue has been
accepted as the public benefit in
past projects under the current El
Camino Real/downtown specific
plan zoning code — including the
Park James Hotel and Marriott
Residence Inn projects — but the
residents near this proposed hotel
have argued that it isn’t enough
to make up for what they believe
will be adverse impacts to the
neighborhood.
Patel talked about the work
he’s done with the neighbors to
address their concerns, but residents still raised pointed objections to the development.

Among them: That the proposed white exterior would be
visually impactful; that the proposed 8-foot-tall wall around the
perimeter should actually be 13
feet and painted brown instead
of white; and that the proposal,
which has been redesigned multiple times with feedback from
the nearby residents, “looks like a
freeway motel.”
Patel said that while he’s been
criticized for the “franchise of
choice,” the hotel will “look more
and feel like a boutique hotel that
… happens to have a Hampton
Inn sticker.”
Patel said he has revised a midprocess proposal to put the underground parking above ground —
which would have saved money
but which the neighbors disliked
— because he “didn’t want to fight
the fight.”
“We’ve had this property for a
long time,” he said. “We’ve toiled
for a long time. For us to give up
equity in this project is not something we take lightly.”
A divided commission

The commission’s vote highlights an ongoing philosophical
tension among commissioners:
Should members abide by the
zoning laws and policies laid out
Image courtesy city of Menlo Park/RYS Architects.

A rendering of the proposed 70-room hotel at 1704 El Camino Real.

See HAMPTON INN, page 6

ore than 200 residents
received advice on wildfire prevention — such
as creating vegetation-free space
around their homes and replacing
shingle roofs and wooden siding
— from a panel of local and state
officials at a town hall meeting on
wildfires hosted by Assemblyman
Marc Berman (D-Palo Alto) in
Portola Valley on June 22.
They also heard about the
importance of nailing down evacuation routes and ways to receive
messages from fire departments,
state emergency agencies and law
enforcement.
Panelists included representatives from the Woodside Fire
Protection District, the San Mateo
County Fire Department and
the county Office of Emergency
Services, the California Office
of Emergency Services, the state
Department of Forestry and Fire
Protection (Cal Fire), and PG&E.
Jonathan Cox, an assistant chief
for the San Mateo-Santa Cruz
counties division of Cal Fire,
which includes the county fire
department, made the wildfire
threat a little more real by saying
that, under the most hazardous
conditions, wildfires can spread at
a rate of 1 acre per second, making
them virtually impossible to stop
when they first break out.
Thus, people need to prepare to
evacuate at the first warning they
receive that a wildfire is coming,
Cox said.
“Firefighting is not successful
in the initial attack,” he said. “We
need to know where the fire is and
what direction it’s moving.”
That information made an
impression on Mark Ross, a
research scientist at Stanford University who was in the audience.
“The firefighters would need to
concentrate on getting people out
of the way rather than protecting
property in a situation like that,”
Ross said. “The fire would be generating its own wind.”
Patty Ciesla, executive director
of the Santa Clara County Firesafe Council, advised residents
to attend evacuation workshops
when they are available to learn
how to get away from a wildfire.
Ciesla also emphasized the
importance of clearing brush and

dead trees from around roads
that people would use to evacuate.
Cal Fire has planned a major fire
suppression project this summer
along Kings Mountain Road in
and near Huddart Park, which
will create what’s known as a
shaded field break as crews clean
up undergrowth while preserving
the canopy of trees.
“People in the Camp Fire died
in their cars,” she said. “Most
people die while they are evacuating. We need to reduce fuel next to
roads.”
PG&E Senior Public Safety Specialist Pam Perdue said the utility
is in the process of installing new
weather stations and high-definition cameras, expanding its tree
trimming program around power
lines, inspecting 50,000 pieces of
equipment and replacing wooden
poles with metal poles.
“There are 3,000 employees and
contractors doing inspections
over 25,000 miles of distribution,”
Perdue said.
Although the utility is undergrounding power lines in Paradise, the Northern California
town that was wiped out by the
Camp Fire last summer, it’s not
doing it on a larger scale since it
costs $1 million per mile, she said.
The utility has also adopted a
power shut-off plan in an effort to
prevent sparking power lines from
igniting wildfires during periods
with high heat, low humidity and
wind gusts. PG&E plans to warn
residents with alerts 48 hours,
24 hours and just before a power
shut-off, although the timing and
frequency of the warnings may
change depending on weather
conditions.
Residents also learned about
mutual aid for firefighting. California has been receiving much
more aid from out-of-state sources as the number of acres burned
statewide has risen from 880,900
in 2015 to 1.8 million in 2018, said
Brian Marshall, the fire and rescue chief for the California Office
of Emergency Services.
The state has purchased 79 new
fire engines that will be delivered
next summer that can be used by
Cal Fire for in-state or out-of-state
emergencies, Marshall said.
During a brief question-andanswer period, Cox said that
See WILDFIRE, page 8
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J

osh Becker, a Menlo Park resident running for California
state Senate in District 13 next
year, landed an endorsement last
week from Gov. Gavin Newsom.
A Becker campaign press
release quotes Newsom’s comments about the candidate: “Josh
is a long-time, dedicated community leader.
Josh Becker
has earned my
confidence and
endorsement.”
Becker, a former venture
capitalist and
Josh Becker
entrepreneur,
has collaborated with Newsom
for nearly 20 years, he said. Back
when Newsom was a supervisor in San Francisco, the pair
worked together on the Full
Circle Fund, an organization
Becker founded to provide grants
to nonprofits working to improve
the Bay Area. Becker said both
he and the governor “favor bold
action” around issues of transportation, homelessness, and the
environment.
“Obviously [this endorsement] creates tremendous
momentum for us,” Becker said,
“but only in combination with
local endorsements and support
HAMPTON INN
continued from page 5

in the city’s El Camino Real/
downtown specific plan and ConnectMenlo general plan update,
which govern the two areas of
town where most new development is occurring? Or should they
take a more active stance against
projects that, while fully compliant with these zoning laws and
policies, some members oppose
for other reasons?
Commissioner Andrew Barnes
took the former position.
Given the steps the applicant
has taken and what the rules
have been up to now under the El
Camino Real/downtown plan, he
said, “I’m unable to find a reason
why it doesn’t conform.”
Evaluating whether or not hotel
taxes should be allowed to count
as a public benefit, he argued, is
above his “pay grade” (as a volunteer commissioner).
Commissioner Henry Riggs’
response was mixed: He argued
that the city took years to develop
these plans to create consistent
policies, but noted he did want a
debate about whether hotel taxes
should count as a public benefit. In addition, he argued, “The
applicant here has worked with
the neighborhood to a degree that,

on the ground.”
In addition to Newsom’s, Becker has received over 40 other
endorsements from local elected
officials. These include two U.S.
congressmen, numerous city
council members, and nine local
mayors, including Ray Mueller
of Menlo Park and Daniel Yost
of Woodside.
Key issues for Becker are
climate and transportation,
including government investment in solar power and electric
vehicles, and public education.
He noted that only half of San
Mateo County third-graders
currently read at grade level,
and that admission to the University of California system is
becoming increasingly difficult
for in-state students, problems
that he hopes to address if
elected.
District 13 runs from South
San Francisco to Sunnyvale,
and includes the majority of San
Mateo County and part of Santa
Clara County.
The District 13 incumbent, Jerry Hill, will be leaving the Senate
next year due to term limits.
Shelly Masur, a member of the
Redwood City City Council, is
also running for the District 13
seat, as is Michael Brownrigg of
Burlingame, Annie Oliva of Milbrae, and Sally Lieber of Mountain View. A
in 12 years, I have rarely seen.” He
ultimately abstained from a vote.
Commissioners Michele Tate,
Camille Kennedy and Katherine
Strehl voted against approving
the project at all. As a result, the
matter will have to be brought
back to the commission because
city staff wasn’t prepared for that
decision and must now draft new
“findings” for why the project
shouldn’t be approved.
That means another public
hearing and the potential for the
commission’s two absent members, Michael Doran and Chris
DeCardy, to weigh in next time.
Kennedy said she didn’t think
the project should be approved
because the “base” amount of
development the downtown plan
permits isn’t good for the community anymore, let alone the
“bonus” amount of development
the plan allows if the developer provides benefits to the
community.
Strehl said her most significant
objection to the project is the
proposal to accept hotel taxes as a
public benefit.
The taxes-as-public-benefit
debate, she said, is “something I
think the City Council needs to
grapple with. The sooner they
grapple with it, the sooner this
project can come back.” A
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Little agreement on sites for Portola Valley affordable housing
By Rick Radin
Almanac Staff Writer

P

ortola Valley officials seem
to be stuck between a rock
and a hard place in terms
of meeting increasing pressures
from Sacramento for more highdensity affordable housing and
the demands of some residents
who are unhappy with the options
the town is exploring for building affordable housing on its
properties.
About 40 to 50 residents attended a June 24 meeting of the
town’s Ad Hoc Housing on TownOwned Property Committee,
where it discussed a concept to
build up to 11 homes on a town
parcel on the south side of Alpine
Road near the Frog Pond Open
Space and Corte Madera School.
The ad hoc committee has looked
at a list of 30 town-owned parcels
to determine if any could be suitable for affordable housing. Most
of these properties were rejected
previously due to poor drainage,
unsuitable geologic conditions
and because they were considered
too small.
Opponents of the project argue
that building on the 1.3-acre
property would disrupt the ecology of the Frog Pond, a vernal
pool that is a breeding ground
for frogs during the rainy season;
damage the views of some homeowners near the Windy Hill Open
Space; create a hazard for hiking
and equestrian trails; and increase
traffic in the area.

Photo by Magali Gauthier

Windy Hill is visible behind the Frog Pond Open Space in Portola Valley. The town is exploring the
development of affordable housing in the space behind the pond on the right.

Town officials say that Portola Valley is ignoring mandates
coming down from the state to
increase affordable housing and
neglecting the need for housing
for local teachers, firefighters and
town employees, many of whom
have to commute long distances
to work.
With respect to affordable housing, Portola Valley “cannot put
its head in the sand any longer,”
Mayor Ann Wengert told residents at the meeting.
“The state has put us in the
position of being at risk of state
laws being imposed over local
planning rules,” Wengert said.
“The town doesn’t want the state
to force people to sell houses here
and replace them with multi-unit
dwellings.”
Councilwoman Maryann

Derwin emphasized that there
will be changes in the affordable
housing requirements and Portola
Valley “will be expected to build.”
The 1.3-acre site adjacent to
the Frog Pond, known as the
road remnant of Alpine Road,
made the preliminary cut with
the committee along with three
other properties — a maintenance
building at the Town Center, a
vacant parcel near Ford Field and
a road remnant in the Blue Oaks
neighborhood. Residents who
spoke at the June 24 meeting were
largely opposed to development of
the site near the Frog Pond.
“It seems like a shocking area to
be developed,” said Curtis Carlson, a resident of the Portola Valley Ranch neighborhood. “The
truth is, however many units we
build it will never be enough. The

community should decide, not a
committee.”
“We worked hard to get affordable housing built a long time ago
and it can be done with equal or
less environmental impact,” said
former mayor Jon Silver. “The
land is a gateway to contiguous
open space, and the focus of the
committee should be on other
plots.”
Silver suggested that the town
look into a plot that he said is for
sale, a 1-acre site along Alpine
Road next to Roberts Market
where development wouldn’t have
such a large impact on views,
trails, open space and the environment, but would require Portola Valley to find the money to
purchase it, he said.
The Town Council met in
closed session on Wednesday,

June 26, and discussed price
and terms of payment for a site
adjacent to Roberts Market that
is owned by the Donald McKinney Trust, according to a council
agenda. Nothing was reported
out of closed session, according to
Town Manager Jeremy Dennis.
“(The road remnant) really is
open space as it exists and the
trails are used by pedestrians,
equestrians, dog walkers and
others,” said Betsy Morganthaler.
“It is used by people in the town
as opposed to trails used by
out-of-towners.”
Ranch resident Lee Middleman
was in the minority in supporting
possible development of the road
remnant.
“I hear objections that might
be put forward for any parcel
in Portola Valley,” Middleman
said. “We need to accept some
change and think about the larger
community.”
Planning Commissioner and
ad hoc committee member Judith
Hasko said at the meeting that,
“It’s easy to say no to things, but
we need to be creative and explore
options. Any ideas or efforts are
helpful.”
The committee did not take
any action, but will consider
holding a follow-up evening
meeting in the future. The town
will monitor state housing legislation that could impact Portola
Valley and consider engaging
with an architect to explore
development opportunities
around Ford Field. A

Mid-Peninsula Animal Hospital opens Girl rushed to hospital after
collapsing in Burgess Pool
new facility in North Fair Oaks
Bystanders, firefighters tried to revive girl after
By Kate Bradshaw
Almanac Staff Writer

‘I

t’s not far, and it’s far better,” the Mid-Peninsula
Animal Hospital states
in its explanation for its recent
move from a long-standing
location on Merrill Street in
Menlo Park to its new spot at
2707 El Camino Real in North
Fair Oaks.
The owners of the hospital
bought the North Fair Oaks
building in 2011 as part of an
effort to expand its market, and
later sold the building on Merrill
Street, said owner Carol Schumacher. They looked for another
location in Menlo Park, but,
she said, “We couldn’t compete
with real estate interests.” The
former animal hospital location
and surrounding buildings are
slated to be redeveloped by project developer Chase Rapp into
three new three- and four-story
buildings at 1125 Merrill St. and
506 and 556 Santa Cruz Ave.

While the official open house
for the new animal hospital won’t
be held until December, Schumacher said, it is up and running,
and a majority of clients followed
them to the new location.
The new facility, which
required about eight months
of construction and two years
of permitting — as well as a
few months of running a noisy
generator to power operations
before a new transformer could
be installed — now offers 10,000
square feet, including a parking
garage, compared with the previous 6,600-square-foot facility.
(Schumacher said she’s grateful
to the buildings’ neighbors for
putting up with the generator
noise.)
Schumacher is also a member
of the Menlo Park Historical
Association, and has incorporated some historical sensibilities into the facility. In the
garage, which was a mattress
factory in the 1940s, she and her
two co-owners who bought the

longstanding practice in 1996,
Janet Lowery and Holly Bourne,
have enlarged family photographs from the ‘40s hanging
on the walls. Schumacher’s son,
a glass artist, made the light
fixtures there.
Select walls throughout
the facility are adorned with
reclaimed redwood from
throughout the Bay Area,
including a burned water tank
from Sonoma; redwood from
Hangar One at Moffett Field,
the Almaden Reservoir, and
the Bay Bridge; and a wine cask
from a Martinez winery that
survived Prohibition.
The facility has boarding
rooms for pets and spaces
for dental and medical care.
Schumacher said the facility will also house a “luxury”
boarding area in the near
future.
“It’s a new facility with new
equipment, but with the same
people and the same clients,”
she said. A

she slipped underwater following swim meet
By Gennady Sheyner

A

13-year-old girl was
rushed to the hospital
on Friday, June 28, after
collapsing in Burgess Pool following a swimming meet, according to Menlo Park Fire Protection District Chief Harold
Schapelhouman.
Dispatchers received a call
about a possible drowning at 4:42
p.m. on Friday, Schapelhouman
said in a press release. Firefighters
arrived at the scene five minutes
later and found the girl pulse-less
and not breathing.
Eric McGlennon, a fire district captain and paramedic
whose child was also involved in
the swim meet, was among the
bystanders who were administering CPR to the girl when firefighters arrived.
The girl had reportedly just
completed a race when she seemed
to collapse and sank to the bottom
of the pool, Schapelhouman said.

McGlennon and others who saw
her slip underwater dove into the
pool, brought her to the surface
and began administering CPR, he
said.
Fire paramedics took over CPR
and also used a defibrillator to
try to revive her before rushing
her in an ambulance to Stanford
Hospital’s Trauma Center.
Schapelhouman said quick
action by bystanders and fire
paramedics as well as rapid transport to Stanford “have hopefully
given this young girl a fighting
chance for survival, time will tell.”
He said Monday morning that
he was told Sunday that the girl
has shown signs of improvement
but he did not have any further
information.
This was the second drowning
incident that Menlo Park firefighters have responded to in a
little over a month. On May 23, a
3-year-old girl drowned in a pool
at an Atherton home. A
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New management in
Atherton’s town hall
By Angela Swartz
Almanac Staff Writer

A

nthony Suber is settling
into his new role as
Atherton’s deputy city
manager and city clerk.
Suber, 39, began the role on
May 30, taking over for Theresa
DellaSanta, who left the post to
take on a new role as the city of
Menlo Park’s human resources
manager on May 20.
He’s working out of a new
office in a trailer in HolbrookPalmer Park, where the town
relocated its offices while it
works on its new civic center.
This project, which is set for
completion in 2021, is at the
top of the town’s agenda, Suber
said. The town is in the process
of setting up a camera at the
construction site so people can
see real-time footage of the
work, he said.
Suber, a San Mateo resident, most recently served
as assistant city clerk for the
city of Manteca. Before that
Suber was a supervisor with
the San Mateo County Assessor-County Clerk-Recorder’s
Office, where he helped coordinate the all-mail ballot election
in 2015, the 2016 presidential
election and the conversion to
countywide vote centers. He
also supervised the design and
WILDFIRE
continued from page 5

residents should identify more
than one way out in the event of
an evacuation.
Berman fielded another question about cancellations of
homeowners’ insurance in fireprone areas by telling people
to get in contact with his office
about the problem.
Free home fire inspections are
available from the county as well
as the Woodside Fire Protection
District, said Denise Enea, the
district’s fire marshal.
In response to another question on generators, Perdue cautioned people who install home
generators to hire an electrician
to do the work.
“Generators have to be
installed correctly to be safe,”
she said.
Among those who attended
the meeting was Portola Valley
resident Jennifer Yousla, who
said she found the information
useful.
“There was a lot of really good
practical advice about making
homes safe, including making
a 5-foot perimeter around your
home,” she said. “We’ve done a
lot of the work already, but we’re

production of the official ballot,
as well as precinct evaluation
and analysis.
He said the Atherton community has been welcoming and
although the town is run with
a lean staff, his colleagues are
“top notch.” The town is unique
in that it provides full updates
on events, council meetings and
construction activity frequently
to the public, he said.
“This type of information
sharing and effort to be transparent with decision making
helps to build community trust
and establishes the partnership
that exists between the members of the community and the
people committed to serving
that community,” he said.
Suber said public service is
rooted in his family and that he
enjoys making an impact.
“I’m not working in public
service because I think I’m
going to end up with $1 million,” he said.
Suber is working on several
projects, including installing
high-speed fiber optic cables in
the park and helping Finance
Director Robert Barron III
update the town’s OpenGov
platform, he said. The town is
in the beginning stages of mapping out access routes to install
fiber in Holbrook-Palmer
worried about (nearby conditions) that are not on our land.”
Michelle Rapp, a Portola Valley Ranch resident, said she
regularly participates in local
evacuation drills in the event of
a wildfire.
“We just went through an
evacuation exercise on June 6,”
she said. “We’re always practicing stuff since we’re next to open
space.”
Power shut-offs

Some Woodside and Portola
Valley officials seem resigned
to the necessity of possible
PG&E power shut-offs to prevent wildfires.
The shut-offs may be more
likely in Woodside and Portola Valley because they are
the two towns on the so-called
“interface” between urban and
forested areas in the Bay Area,
according to Woodside Fire
Protection District Fire Chief
Rob Lindner.
“I think it’s a positive move if
it is used only in extreme circumstances,” Woodside council
member Dick Brown wrote in
an email.
Brown suggested that the
utility coordinate with the
Woodside Fire Protection
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Anthony Suber is Atherton’s new deputy city manager and city clerk.

Park’s main house and the
pavilion, Suber said. Town
meetings will take place in the
pavilion while the civic center is
under construction, and adding
fiber will improve the quality of
those meetings, he said.
Suber is also evaluating trusted systems for storing town
records electronically. This will
help with providing records
requests, which can be a “significant undertaking” when
records are only on paper, he
said. An e-record management
system would also help with

town liabilities since it’s much
easier to track legal requirements to destroy certain documents (such as agreements,
which can expire and must
be destroyed after a certain
amount of time), he said. He
noted that items like council
agendas don’t expire and always
remain available to the public.
This project will take about two
years, he said.
Suber is from Mountain View
originally and graduated from
Los Altos High School before
earning bachelor’s degrees in

political science and speech
communication and rhetoric
studies from Hofstra University
in New York.
He returned to California
in 2015 after spending over 10
years in New York, where he
worked in government services
administration and consulting
with MAXIMUS and America
Works.
Suber earns $135,243 annually in his new role.
He can be reached at
asuber@ci.atherton.ca.us and
650-752-0529. A

District to make sure there is
“agreement about the severity
of the problem, that a shutoff
is warranted to prevent a dangerous situation getting worse
and that the shutoff is limited
to only the most threatened
areas.”

John Richards said he thinks
the reaction in general has
been “somewhat supportive,
but mixed with a high level of
uncertainty.”
Richards suggested that PG&E
could calm public concerns
about the potential for shut-offs
by looking at historical weather
data and making “a best guess
as to the likelihood of shutoffs
in our community.”
Woodside council member
Chris Shaw disputed whether
the public has a choice if PG&E
decides on a particular strategy
to reduce wildfire risk.
“If people don’t like it, they’ll
like it a whole lot less if their
home burns down,” Shaw said
in an email. “What if you say
‘You shouldn’t let them turn the
power off’ and there’s a fire?”
Woodside Mayor Pro Tem
Ned Fluet is also in favor of
any steps that could reduce the
threat of fire, with one caveat: “I
want (PG&E) to provide ample
notice so that towns and cities
can try to accommodate older
and vulnerable populations who
would need power for air conditioning and medical devices,” he
said.
Woodside Mayor Daniel Yost
also emphasized the need for as

much notice as possible before a
shut-off, adding that he thinks
PG&E should fund an electric
battery storage incentive program for people with medical
needs so they don’t have to
purchase “a dirty and expensive
diesel generator,” he said in an
email.
One question that has come
up about the shut-off plan: Why
would it take up to 24 hours to
restore power once the decision
is made to turn it back on?
There is an elaborate visual
inspection routine for lines,
poles and towers that must be
completed once weather conditions change, according to
PG&E spokeswoman Andrea
Menniti.
“Visual inspections are necessary since circuit breakers,
reclosing devices and fuses that
are used to detect damage from
a winter event are de-energized
during a public power shut-off,”
she said.
If damage is found, workers
will have to isolate the damaged
areas from other parts of the
system so that those parts can
be restored, Menniti said.
“Only after the inspections are
complete will it be safe to turn
the power back on,” she said. A

‘People in the Camp
Fire died in their cars.
Most people die while
they are evacuating.
We need to reduce fuel
next to roads.’
PATTY CIESLA , EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ,
SANTA CLARA COUNTY
FIRESAFE COUNCIL

Portola Valley Mayor Ann
Wengert said she thinks the
shut-off strategies are “a shortterm fix.”
“On a medium to longer term
basis, PG&E cannot rely solely
on shutoffs to deal with future
weather events, but needs to
commit significant resources to
assessing, repairing and replacing aging wired infrastructure,”
she said in an email.
Portola Valley Councilman

Coming Soon

1336 Orange Avenue, Menlo Park
4 BR | 3 BA | +/- 2650 SF | $4,098,000

Single story new construction in West Menlo
+Bo^àalOKKBJ_|MOpWUbOMÛ_WUVsø__OMVdaO
with great room concept.

Ruchi Goel
ruchi@rgoel.com
650.796.9600
DRE 02058607
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Compass is a real estate broker licensed by the State of California and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. License Number 01527235.
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Stanford study on design thinking
shows how it benefits students
Hillview students took part in the 2014 research
By Angela Swartz
Almanac Staff Writer

U

Photo by Magali Gauthier/The Almanac

Luke builds an aquaduct in a class at Hillview Middle School in
Menlo Park on May 23.

sing “design thinking”
strategies in the classroom could help lowerachieving students learn better
when they’re older, according to a
recent Stanford University study
conducted with Hillview Middle
School students.
Stanford Graduate School of
Education researchers worked
with about 200 sixth graders at
the Menlo Park school to study
how design thinking techniques
— project-based, hands-on, multidisciplinary ways of solving
problems — impact students’
learning abilities. The study, published in the Journal of Learning
Sciences in April, followed the
students during five weeks in
2014.
The Stanford Institute of Design
describes design thinking as combining “creative and analytical
approaches, and requires collaboration across disciplines.” Design
thinking often goes along with
project-based learning, in which
students study many different
subject areas by learning about a
broad-based subject.
In the study, students were
introduced to two types of design

thinking strategies. The first was
to ask for constructive criticism
and the second was to test multiple different answers to a single
problem. Students completed different project-based tasks, such
as designing a poster for an
activity booth, and improved
their projects in further iterations
after receiving feedback on what
they could improve. Students
also completed a photography
exercise on a computer in which
they could adjust a camera’s position and settings and click on a
resources tab to look at animated
explanations of different camera
settings.
“We were pleased to see students spontaneously use the strategies that were taught as part of
classroom instruction, in a new
situation where there was no
guidance to use the strategies,”
study authors Doris Chin and
Kristin Blair said in an email.
“We hoped this would be the case,
but it is also frequently true (to a
surprising degree!) that learners
do not recognize when a strategy they learned in one situation
would be useful in another. What
was really surprising was that
the benefits were greatest for the
lower achieving students.”
Researchers predicted that the

highest achieving students would
be less likely to seek constructive
criticism or try multiple alternatives because they would just
want to be right, but this wasn’t
the case.
“The key move in our work is
the development of a new kind
of assessment that evaluates the
choices that students make while
learning,” the researchers said.
“For instance, we developed a
game for younger children that
sees if they choose to persist in the
face of failure.”
Menlo Park City School District
Superintendent Erik Burmeister,
who was Hillview’s principal
when the research was conducted,
said in a May 8 newsletter that
“the study reinforces the district’s
belief that providing the best
possible education to all students
helps everyone achieve to their
potential.”
The district, along with nearby
schools that feed into the Sequoia
Union High School District, is
also part of the Stanford Sequoia
K-12 Research Collaborative, a
research partnership to study the
outcomes of students whose first
language is not English.
For more on the study, go to
tiny url.com/hillv iewdesign
thinking. A

Survey suggests details of possible
development on Bay’s salt flats
By Matthew Vollrath
Special to The Almanac

A
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survey sent to certain
Menlo Park residents last
week floated the possibility of a development project on a
1,400-acre wetland property on
the Redwood City shoreline.
The survey from McGuire
Research contains the following
question: “Would you support
or oppose a proposal for the
Saltworks land that would permanently dedicate a substantial
majority of the property as publicly accessible open space, active
sports fields, the Bay Trail, tidal
marsh restoration, flood control,
transportation improvements, and
a buffer against sea level rise; and,
in order to help pay for those public
benefits, the fractional remainder
of the property would be used for a
combination of private, economic
uses including housing, office
space, school and church sites and
neighborhood retail stores?”
A subsequent question suggests
that “only about 20 percent of the
land would be used for buildings and about 80 percent would
be used for public recreation,
parks, open space, tidal marsh

restoration, and access to the Bay
and Bay Trails.”
The possibility of such a proposal comes on the heels of a
recent Environmental Protection
Agency decision. In 2009, Arizona developer DMB Associates
proposed building 12,000 homes
on the salt flats. The proposal had
Bay Area environmental groups
and activists up in arms and prepared to fight the development;
among those voicing strong opposition were numerous elected officials from Menlo Park, Atherton,
Woodside and Portola Valley. In
2012 DMB withdrew its bid.
Last March, however, EPA
administrator Andrew Wheeler
ruled that the flats were not protected under the Clean Water Act
as previously determined, potentially clearing the way for a new
development proposal.
The survey goes on to acknowledge competing arguments
regarding the implied proposal.
On the one hand, it mentions
that “the Saltworks project will
increase the amount of affordable
housing in Redwood City,” and
suggests that “at least 25 percent
of the new housing units” would
be dedicated to housing “for low

and middle income families that
would include professions such as
nurses and teachers.”
It also suggests that a development plan “would include hundreds of acres of tidal marsh
restoration” and that an amount
of land “bigger than Golden Gate
Park in San Francisco” would be
“permanently ... set aside as open
space.”
Barring such a project, it points
out, “the property owner will continue the salt harvesting operations indefinitely, leaving the Bay
shoreline as an industrial site,
off-limits to the public, behind a
chain link fence.”
On the other hand, the survey
implies that there may be “no
guarantees from the developer on
the project’s community benefits.”
It also raises the possibility that
“new housing on the Saltworks
would put people at risk from rising seas, destroy habitat for fish
and wildlife, lack an adequate
water supply and worsen traffic.”
Either way, the survey says,
“Any building proposal will still
have to go through a complete
public review process, including
public hearings and Redwood
City approval.” A
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Midpeninsula celebrates
Independence Day
By Maya Homan

L

ocals can explore numerous Fourth of July festivities this week, including
the traditional parade sponsored
by the city of Menlo Park, a rodeo
in Woodside, an art festival in
Redwood City, and a concert in
Mountain View. And yes, there
will be some fireworks. Check
out our guide to some of the most
popular local events and activities below.
MENLO PARK
Fourth of July parade and
celebration
11:45 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Burgess
Park, 701 Laurel St., Menlo
Park; menlopark.org/1370/
Fourth-of-July
Menlo Park’s annual Fourth
of July parade will begin at
11:45 a.m. at Santa Cruz Avenue
and Chestnut Street and make
its way to Burgess Park at
Alma Street and Burgess Drive.
Attendees are invited to decorate bikes and wagons, but no
motor vehicles are allowed. In
addition to the parade, the celebration also will include live
music from the local band Hella
Good, climbing walls, bouncy
castles, arts and crafts stations,
mini golf and more. The event
is free but $10 wristbands are
required for some activities.
WOODSIDE
Junior Rodeo and Parade
7:30 a.m. at Mounted Patrol
Grounds, 521 Kings Mountain
Road; mpsmc.org/rodeo/
The Mounted Patrol of San
Mateo County hosts this annual
family-friendly tradition, where
more than 100 people will
participate in events including
roping, women’s barrel racing,
and bull riding at the Mounted
Patrol Grounds in Woodside.
Tickets are $15 for general
admission, $10 for children ages
5 to 18 and free for children
under the age of 5.

MOUNTAIN VIEW
Fourth of July Fireworks
Spectacular
5-10 p.m. at Shoreline
Amphitheatre, 1 Amphitheatre
Parkway, Mountain View;
mountainview.gov/depts/cs/
events/july4thfireworks.asp
Local children’s musician Andy
Z will be partnering with the San
Francisco Symphony to give a
family-friendly performance at
the Shoreline Amphitheatre for
the 33rd annual Fourth of July
Fireworks Spectacular. He will
perform at 5 p.m., followed by the
symphony’s performance.
“I write and perform my own
songs,” the Redwood City native
said. “I’m going to be mixing them into some traditional
American songs like ‘This Land
is Your Land.’”
While this is Andy Z’s first
time performing for the Fourth
of July at Shoreline, he has
been performing at Foster City’s
annual Fourth of July celebration
for the past decade. This year he
is planning on doing both performances in the same day, with
a set starting at noon in Foster
City. In previous years, his other
traditions included participating
in Redwood City’s ParadeRun
and downtown parade.
“Now my tradition is basically
performing, and in the afternoon
I’ll spend time with my family,”
he said.
The San Francisco Symphony’s
performance will begin at 8 p.m.
This year’s theme is “To the
moon and back,” celebrating the
50th anniversary of the Apollo
11 moon landing. The symphony
will be led by conductor Edwin
Outwater with performances
from vocalists Capathia Jenkins
and Constantine Maroulis. The
genres range from classical to
pop, and include chart-topping
hits as well as songs from movie
scores and soundtracks.
The fireworks show will begin
at the end of the concert, starting
around 9:50 p.m. Tickets to the

concert are $15-30, plus a $20
parking fee.
PALO ALTO
Chili Cook-off and Summer
Festival
Noon to 5 p.m. at Mitchell Park,
600 E. Meadow Drive, Palo Alto;
paloaltochilicookoff.com
The city of Palo Alto is hosting
the 38th annual Chili Cook-off at
Mitchell Park Community Center.
The competition, which is sanctioned by the International Chili
Society, will begin at noon on
July 4. Tickets are $5 and include
five tastings and a ballot for the
people’s choice award. The chilitasting will begin at 1:30 p.m., and
ballots must be submitted by 3:15
p.m. Judges will present awards
for first, second and third place,
as well as for categories such as
“best spirit” and “best decorated
booth.” There will be an array of
food trucks and booths for those
who are not fans of chili. Arts and
crafts, bouncy houses and lawn
games will provide added entertainment for kids.
REDWOOD CITY
Chalk Full of Fun on the
Square Festival
8 a.m. to 6 p.m. at Courthouse
Square, 2200 Broadway St.;
rwcpaf.org/chalk-full-of-fun-onthe-square---2019.html
Sponsored by University Art,
the Redwood City Civic Cultural
Commission and the Peninsula
Celebration Association, the fifth
annual chalk-art festival will be
held at the Courthouse Square
in downtown Redwood City on

Photo by Magali Gauthier/The Almanac

A tike on a trike joined the Menlo Park Fourth of July parade in 2013.

July 3 and 4. Artist teams will
be assigned a section of concrete
ranging from 9 to 144 square
feet depending on skill level
and experience. Participants are
provided with materials, including chalk, shade, lunch, snacks
and water. The finished designs
range from simple shapes to pop
culture references to intricate
designs and optical illusions.

Fireworks
9:30 p.m., Port of Redwood City
The annual fireworks display
over the Port of Redwood City
will light up the sky beginning
at around 9:30 p.m. A
Maya Homan writes for
the Palo Alto Weekly, The
Almanac’s sister publication.

Photo by Natalia Nazarova

Steer riding is part of the program at the Woodside Junior Rodeo.
The photo was taken at last year’s event.
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Equity for Menlo Park students discussed at school district meeting
By Angela Swartz
Almanac Staff Writer

A

Menlo Park City Council
member, residents and
community organizers
attended a Menlo Park City
School District study session
about student equity on June
12 to let school board members
know that they believe the district should take a closer look at
the subject.
The meeting came on the heels
of the school board’s approval
earlier this year of a teacher
compensation philosophy, which
was created out of an interest in
hiring and retaining the “most
qualified and exceptional teachers and staff” given the area’s
high cost of living, according
to a fall 2018 district statement. The philosophy, which
will guide the district in future
salary negotiations, states that
the district wants to consider

compensation increases higher
than what neighboring districts
are offering. The district also
wants to expand its data beyond
compensation to include how it
compares to other districts with
regard to achievement gains,
programs and staffing ratios.
The school board has been
meeting with the district’s teachers union, the Menlo Park Education Association, on salary
negotiations and these discussions will continue into the fall,
district public information officer Parke Treadway said in an
email.
The policy made some board
members ponder how districts
with the highest pay attract the
best teachers, potentially negatively impacting nearby districts
that can’t afford to pay their
teachers as much. Students in
other districts can suffer if the
best teachers at their schools
are pulled into the Menlo Park

school district, board Vice President Caroline Lucas said at a previous meeting. This compelled
Superintendent Erik Burmeister
to host the June 12 meeting to
discuss equity in the district.
Much of the public comment
and board conversation focused
on how to better foster a sense of
community for students entering
Menlo-Atherton High School
who come from three public
school districts — Menlo Park,
Las Lomitas and Ravenswood.
Menlo Park Mayor Pro Tem
Cecilia Taylor said during the
public comment section of the
meeting that she was grateful the
district is discussing equity and
that she sees it as a practice, “not
just a word in a sentence.” Taylor
said she’d also like to see the
word “diversity” more often in
local bodies’ guiding principles.
Parents spoke and wrote to the
board about the divides they see
between students from the more
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socio-economically disadvantaged Ravenswood School District and students from the Las
Lomitas and Menlo Park school
districts once they attend M-A
together.
“We seem to expect our students to create a beautiful melting pot as they enter M-A
High School, without having
equipped them to do so,” Oak
Knoll School parent Kristin
Hansen wrote in a June 12 letter to the board. “However,
not only are students highly
academically tracked into different classrooms as they enter
M-A High School, but they also
enter with little or no basis for
social interaction outside the
classroom. In so many ways, we
are setting up our children to see
academic and social segregation
along socioeconomic dividing
lines as ‘normal.’”
Menlo Park Councilwoman
Betsy Nash said it’s important
the district include equity as one
of its core values. The district’s
definition of community should
include all of Menlo Park, said.
“Families and kids are coming
together at M-A, and equity and
inclusion benefits every student
and every family,” she said.
The board is also considering
tweaking the district’s mission
and guiding principles to include
the word “equity” with regard
to decisions the district makes.
Lucas said having this word in
its guiding principles would have
been helpful to the district when
it decided to close its schools in
the fall, when smoke from the
Camp Fire affected Peninsula air
quality.
“We closed school because it
felt like the right thing to do,
but it didn’t feel equitable,” she
said. Lucas noted that there
were many district families who
didn’t have child care during the
school day, which posed safety
and health problems since some
children were left without adult
supervision.
“This is an example where if we
don’t add the word ‘equitable,’ we
will say, ‘We think this is right,’
but it might not be equitable,” she
said.
In a June 14 email, Lucas said,
“I think that the broad turn out
of parents, community members,
elected officials, teachers, local
small business owners, and nonprofit founders, indicates that
the topic of equity is important.
I heard constituents call on us
to define equity and community. Because the term equity
means different things to different people, I believe our first step
is to clearly define equity, what
it is and what it isn’t. We need to
define the word community so
that when we discuss issues of
equity, we know to what group
they apply.”

Solutions

It’s important to go beyond
conversations and set clear
actions the board can take to
better support equity, trustee
Sherwin Chen said.
“I don’t want to throw words
with ‘equity’ into these documents and then go back to business as usual,” he said.
Trustee Scott Seywell suggested the district seek advice from
Stanford University researchers
on addressing equity.
School board President David
Ackerman said school curriculum needs to include more mention of unconscious biases.
One community member suggested the district open school
libraries during the summer to
increase literacy. Not all students
have public library cards and fall
behind during the summer when
they’re not reading regularly, she
said.
Las Lomitas School District
parent Heather Hopkins said
access to early education programs can minimize equity
problems later in a child’s life.
Seywell noted that the district
recently opened its Early Learning Center (ELC), but it doesn’t
have the funding to offer spots
to all eligible children. The ELC
enrolls children just under 3
years old to 5 years old and is
expanding to about 88 students
this fall. To support the school’s
mission of serving a socio-economically diverse group of students, the ELC subsidizes tuition
for 25% of the preschoolers on
a sliding scale based on family
income.
The school district goes “above
and beyond” to ensure students can participate in activities
regardless of ability to pay, Burmeister said. For example, the
district provides 400 free passes
to students who can’t afford to
go to summer camps on district
campuses and for children of
some staff members.
One community member said
the board should consider what
relatively inexpensive means it
can take to “move the needle” on
student equity.
Next steps

Lucas hopes the district will
support the establishment of an
equity committee, build in recurring board equity conversations
and set an equity goal for the
superintendent.
The board will consider changes in language to the district’s
guiding documents, Treadway
said in an email. It will also
consider establishing a team to
further the discussion on equity
and potentially hosting more
study sessions during the 2019-20
school year.
View a video of the meeting at
tinyurl.com/mpcsdequityvideo. A
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Atherton chemist, a co-developer
of the birth control pill, dies at 102
By Angela Swartz
Almanac Staff Writer

A

t her ton
r e s i d e nt
George Rosenkranz,
renowned in his field
for his work in developing the
birth control pill, died on June
23 at age 102.
Rosenkranz, a chemist, also
developed a drug to treat rheumatoid arthritis, according
to The New York Times. His
grandson Adrian Rosenkranz
confirmed his passing in a
June 24 email.
Rosenkranz was born in
Budapest, Hungary, in 1916.
He studied piano as a teenager
at the Liszt Academy, according to an obituary on the Sinai
Memorial Chapel website. He
received a doctorate in chemistry in 1940 at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
while studying under Lepold
Ruzicka, a Nobel prize-winning chemist, according to the
obituary. He fled Switzerland
in 1941 to escape the Nazis
and ended up in Cuba, where
he worked as the director
of a chemical manufacturing
laboratory, according to the
obituary.
In Cuba, he met Edith Stein,
whom he married in 1945.
The pair moved to Mexico
that year, where Rosenkranz
worked for the Mexican pharmaceutical company Syntex,
according to the obituary. He
eventually became the company’s chief operating officer.
In 1951, Rosenkranz led and
directed the research team at
Syntex that was responsible for
the synthesis of norethindrone,
the first active ingredient of
the birth control pill. The team
included the late Carl Djerassi,
whose Woodside ranch is now
an artist colony, and a student,
Luis E. Miramontes.
Rosenkranz received the Biotechnology Heritage Award in
2013 and the Dr. Leopoldo Rio
de la Loza Mexican National
Prize in Pharmaceutical Sciences in 1994. In 2001, he
received from the president of
Mexico the Eduardo Liceaga
Medal, Mexico’s highest honor

A

motorcyclist who died
Sunday, June 30, after
his motorcycle crashed
into a truck on Highway 84 has
been identified as 35-year-old
Paul Neves of Fremont, according to the San Mateo County
Coroner’s Office.

NOTICE IS GIVEN pursuant to Sections 5473, et. seq.
of the California Health and Safety Code that the District Board
of West Bay Sanitary District has, by general regulation, elected
to collect its charges for sewer services for FY 2019-2020 on the
tax roll in the same manner as general taxes and will cause to be
ÄSLK^P[OP[Z:LJYL[HY`H^YP[[LUYLWVY[JVU[HPUPUNHKLZJYPW[PVU
of each parcel of real property receiving sanitary sewer service
from the District and the amount of the charge for each parcel.
NOTICE IS FURTHER GIVEN that on Wednesday evening, July
17, 2019 at the hour of 7:00 p.m. at the meeting room located at
[OL+PZ[YPJ[»ZVɉJLZSVJH[LKH[3H\YLS:[YLL[4LUSV7HYR
*([OL+PZ[YPJ[)VHYK^PSSJVUK\J[H7\ISPJ/LHYPUN[VOLHYHUK
consider all protests and objections, if any, to the report.
Anyone wishing to address the District Board concerning these
TH[[LYZTH`KVZVPU^YP[PUNH[VYILMVYL[OLKH[LVM[OL7\ISPJ
Hearing or may be heard at the time of the Board’s meeting.
Dated: June 12, 2019

)`!Z7OPS:JV[[
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Photo courtesy of the Rosenkranz family

George Rosenkranz, a co-developer of the birth control pill, died
at his Atherton home on June 23 at the age of 102.

for contributions to health sciences. On July 12, 2016, the
U.S. House of Representatives
honored Rosenkranz on his
100th birthday, according to
the obituary.
Rosenkranz had a lifelong
passion for bridge. He won
12 North American Bridge
Championships, more than 100
Mexican National Championships, and wrote 14 books on
bridge. He was also enshrined
in the American Contract
Bridge League Hall of Fame,
according to the obituary.
During Syntex’s early years,
Rosenkranz used Syntex funds
to underwrite an advanced
degree program in organic
chemistry at the University of
Mexico’s Institute of Chemistry, according to a 2002 article
in The Magazine of the Pan
American Health Organization. The company’s research
center eventually relocated to
Palo Alto, according to the Science History Institute.
Rosenkranz is survived by
his wife Edith and two of
their three sons: Roberto and
Ricardo. His son Gerardo died
in 2011. He is also survived by
nine grandchildren, according
to the obituary.

A private funeral was held
June 25 at Congregation Beth
Am in Los Altos Hills. Rosenkranz lived permanently in
Atherton for the last 15 or
20 years, Adrian Rosenkranz
said.
“My grandfather was passionate about helping young
researchers in their efforts to
improve global health,” Adrian
Rosenkranz said. “For those
that wish, consider a gift to
The Rosenkranz Prize at Stanford University.”
Gifts can be made online by
visiting giving.stanford.edu by
clicking “How to Give,” Adrian
Rosenkranz said. For credit
card gifts, select “Centers,
Institutes, and More” from the
“Gift Details” section. Select
“Freeman Spogli Institute for
International Studies” from
the drop-down list. In the
“Special Instructions/Other
Designation” box, donors
should enter “The Dr. George
Rosenkranz Memorial Fund.”
Checks may also be made out
to Stanford University with a
memo line for “The Dr. George
Rosenkranz Memorial Fund”
and sent to Adrian Rosenkranz’s attention at 616 Serra
St., Stanford, CA 94305. A

Motorcyclist dies after Highway 84 collision
By Bay City News Service

WEST BAY SANITARY DISTRICT
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

The crash was reported at
3:13 p.m. about 3 miles north
of the unincorporated community of La Honda, according
to California Highway Patrol
Officer Art Montiel. Neves was
headed west on Highway 84
when he ran into the hood of a
truck turning from eastbound
Highway 84 onto a private

driveway, Montiel said.
It appeared at first that Neves
had suffered only a broken leg,
but he later was found to have
suffered serious internal injuries. He was flown by helicopter
to Stanford Medical Center and
died soon thereafter, according
to the CHP.
No one else was injured. A
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PaloAltoOnline.com | TheAlmanacOnline.com | MountainViewOnline.com
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In the running
Two Woodsiders
W d id
id
race through
h
h
the Moroccan Desert in six days

Photo by Magali Gauthier/The Almanac

Joel Butler, left, and Garrett Smith take a run in Woodside to stay in shape for their next adventure.
By Kate Daly
Special to The Almanac

‘B

rutal.” That’s how
Joel Butler describes
one of the toughest
races in the world — a six-day
footrace roughly equivalent
to running six marathons
through the Southern Moroccan Sahara Desert that he
and his buddy, Garrett Smith,
recently finished.
The friends recall standing on the sidelines of their
kids’ soccer game at Woodside Elementary, joking about
competing in the 34th annual
Marathon des Sables. Then
it became a real goal to train
for and complete the grueling
challenge of covering more
than 140 miles in extreme
temperatures and conditions,
carrying 25 or more pounds on
their backs.
And goal became reality. The
Woodside men arrived on April
5 after flying to New York, Casablanca and Marrakech, and
then busing eight hours to the
race’s start in Ouarzazate. They
were among 783 competitors
ranging in age from 16 to 83,
from 51 countries. Instructions
were given in French, and then
English, since most of the racers
were European.

Most were also first-timers
like Butler and Smith, including two standouts: American
Amy Winters, the first woman
to compete with a prosthetic
leg, and Cactus, the dog who
became a social media darling
when he wandered off from
an inn along the racecourse
on stage 2 and kept following
the pack. He received loads of
attention and a medal for covering about 110 miles, before
being reunited with his owner
at the finish.
The race started on April 7
and covered 20 miles on stage
1; 20.2 miles on stage 2; 23.1
miles on stage 3; 47.4 miles on
stage 4; 26.2 miles on stage 5;
and 3.8 miles on stage 6.
Butler and Smith describe
nights dipping down to the
40s, and then climbing up to
120 degrees during the day.
Sand storms swept through
almost constantly, creating
shifting dunes, but sometimes
the terrain was rocky, steep
and crawling with scorpions.
In the past some competitors
have died. This year, according
to organizers, 4% of the racers
dropped out and didn’t finish, but there were no serious
casualties.
Racers refilled their water
bottles at checkpoints spaced
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at every 10 to 12 kilometers,
but each runner had to carry
a week’s worth of food to provide 2,000 calories per day, as
well as other supplies such as
salt tablets, electrolyte powder,
clothing, sunscreen, safety and
sleeping gear.
Staff set up Berber tents for
groups of eight to sleep in each

night. Butler and Smith were in
the same tent and found they
soon formed a mutual support
group.
Smith ran mostly by himself
at a 4 to 5 mph clip, so Butler
was glad to find a running
buddy within his tent group
who kept a slower 3 mph pace.
Butler, a 41 year-old con-

struction manager, says he had
never done anything like this
race before, so he spent a lot of
time preparing.
He overdid it when he
pulled something and hobbled
around for a while, and blew it
when he went to Palm Desert
to train and found himself surrounded by snow.

Photo by Magali Gauthier/The Almanac

The two friends run in a considerably cooler climate in their hometown.
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Photos courtesy of Joel Butler and Garrett Smith

There was no shortage of heat and sand for participants of the Marathon des Sables in the Moroccan Sahara Desert.

Toward the end he logged
many miles running in this
area carrying a pack filled with
rocks and water to mimic running six marathons.
Butler says the hardest part
of the race was being on his
feet for 19 hours during the
long stage of more than 47
miles. Competitors had 31
hours to finish that section.
“When the sun goes down
you’re so happy to be in a cooler place, but the distance seems
to extend out in the darkness,”
he says.
A checkpoint would appear
to loom ahead, but turn out,
disappointingly, to be only
a truck’s headlights rather
than a place to rest for five
minutes.
In the dark they carried
glow sticks on their packs, and
looked for rocks spray-painted
with neon colors. They wore
GPS trackers and were electronically monitored at each
checkpoint.
Yet Smith still got lost on the
long stage at night.
“I was following someone, a
night stick on a guy in front,
and after about a mile realized I was off course, checked
the map and compass,” he
explains.
He ended up running 50
miles in that stage.
Smith, 36, a tech entrepreneur, has done a handful of
50-mile races and marathons
before. He’s used to training; now a major in the U.S.
Marines Reserves, he served in

Afghanistan and Colombia.
For this race he practiced
running on sand at Pismo
Beach in California and on a
beach in North Carolina.
In the desert both men wore
sand gaiters around their feet
and ankles to keep grit from
getting into their shoes. Smith
relied on superglue to keep his
shoes functioning, and moleskin to prevent blisters.

Butler wore compression
socks until he developed heat
rash, and toe socks. He developed a bunch of blisters and
was grateful to receive help
from the race’s medical team.
Both competitors wore longsleeved shirts, shorts, sunglasses and hats with flaps, and
used trekking poles for part of
the time.
Smith completed the race

in less than 38 hours. Butler’s
official race time was just over
48 hours.
At the finish line Smith was
already thinking, what’s next?
Both agree, “not this” again,
but in November they plan to
enter the North Face 50, an
endurance trail race in Marin
that will feel like a bargain
after spending so much in
traveling expenses to bring

their families over to see more
of Morocco after the Marathon
des Sables.
Competitors paid about
$3,100 to enter the desert race.
Some of the funds go to charity.
This year the organization was
involved in opening the Solidarity Center to provide sports,
literacy and handicraft opportunities for children and women in the Ouarzazate area. A

Photos courtesy of Joel Butler and Garrett Smith

The Woodside men take a breather. At left is Garrett Smith. Joel Butler is at right. On the cover: Garret Smith and Joel Butler, who
ran the marathon together through the Moroccan Sahara Desert, in Woodside. Photo by Magali Gauthier
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BEAR GULCH
NOTICE OF PROPOSED RATE
CHANGE BEFORE THE CALIFORNIA
PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
(CPUC)
Beginning in July 2019, the water bills of California Water
Service (Cal Water) customers in the Bear Gulch District will
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A passionate voice for theater
Local grad wins vocal competition and Beach Blanket Babylon scholarship
By Elisabeth Westermann
Special to The Almanac

R

ecent Sacred Heart Prep
graduate Armand Akbari
is the winner in the voice
category of the annual $15,000
Steve Silver Foundation & Beach
Blanket Babylon Scholarship for
the Arts. The scholarship competition is sponsored by the popular
San Francisco pop-culture-based
musical revue Beach Blanket
Babylon.
To compete, high school
seniors in the area submit videos
of themselves performing in one
of three categories: voice, acting, or dance. Three finalists are
then chosen in each category to
perform their piece live at Club
Fugazi, with a panel of celebrity
judges present. One performer
from each category is then awarded the scholarship.
This year’s panel included
Grammy award-winning singer
and songwriter Tracy Chapman,
political satirist Will Durst, jazz
and cabaret singer Paula West,
and opera composer Jake Heggie,
among others.
Hundreds of applicants submit
videos each year. Akbari, however, stood out from the beginning: “As soon as we saw that
tape we knew he was a winner,”
Jo Schuman Silver, the scholarship show’s producer, told The
Almanac. “He had a lot of poise,
a lot of confidence. ... He sang a
very difficult song and he just
sounded amazing.”
Akbari sang “Later” from Stephen Sondheim’s musical “A
Little Night Music.” He called the
experience of performing in the
finalist show “amazing.”
The nine finalists were given
the opportunity to work with
Beach Blanket Babylon professionals to design their performances. “What I really loved
was how much freedom we had
as performers,” Albari said. “It’s
really cool to arrive and tell them

Photo by Sadie Stinson/The Almanac

Armand Akbari, a recent Sacred Heart graduate, at his San Jose
home.

how you want the lights to be,
your costume ... . The collaboration with industry professionals
to create a performance was surreal. ... They were also some of
the nicest people I’ve ever worked
with.”
Akbari is no stranger to the
world of the performing arts.
He is currently in rehearsals for
his 31st musical, “Heathers,” a
production of the Gatehouse
Theater in San Francisco, where
he is understudying the roles of
Ram Sweeney and Kurt Kelley.
Some of his notable past
roles include Bernardo in “West
Side Story,” Monty Navarro in
“A Gentleman’s Guide to Love
and Murder,” and Quasimodo
in “The Hunchback of Notre
Dame,” all productions of Children’s Musical Theater San Jose.
Akbari originally discovered a
love of performing arts when his
grandmother would take him
and his cousins to a movie every
week when he was a young child,
he told The Almanac. “It made
me fall in love with theater and
inspired me,” he said.
He started participating in

musical theater as a fourth grader, and began to take it more
seriously as a sixth grader, when
he started voice lessons. One of
the reasons he loves acting and
singing, he said, is that it provides
him with a valuable space for
self-reflection. “When I sing and
when I act, it’s kind of an out-ofbody experience. It’s a way for me
to explore myself and what I’m
feeling,” he said.
Akbari attributes his success
in performing arts in part to the
performance opportunities he
encountered at school, but especially credits his parents with providing him with the support and
encouragement. “Their efforts
allowed me to be in acting and
music classes before I even did
my first musical at age 9,” he said.
“The support, education, and love
I have received in my life is the
reason I am where I am today.”
Akbari is pursuing his love of
performing arts in college, where
he is planning to major in musical theater at the University of
Southern California (USC).
In addition to performing,
Akbari loves writing. He will
pursue writing plays and music
at USC through an honors general education track as well. He
has many visions for his future,
including being a Broadway performer, film actor, and writer. He
hopes to be able to combine the
three areas, like his inspiration
Lin Manuel Miranda, who is
well-known for writing, directing, and performing in the musical “Hamilton” as well as acting
in films such as “Moana” and
“Mary Poppins Returns.”
He knows, though, that whatever path he ultimately takes will
be in pursuit of storytelling. “My
purpose is to be a story-teller. ...
What I want to do with my life is
write my own stories and share
other people’s stories.” A
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Summertime and the
livin’ is jazzy

Q I N F OR M ATI ON
What: 2019 Stanford Jazz
Festival.
Where: Various venues on the
Stanford University campus.
When: Through Aug. 3.
Cost: $8-$110.
Info: Go to stanfordjazz.org/
stanford-jazz-festival-2019/.

For Midpeninsula jazz lovers, the season looks bright
By Yoshi Kato

W

ith summer in full
swing, the days are
long and the local
live jazz offerings particularly
plentiful.
A long-running favorite for
jazz fans, The Stanford Jazz
Festival will see Still Dreaming,
the collective led by saxophonist
Joshua Redman (whose quartet opened the Stanford Jazz
Festival last year) make its Bay
Area debut with drummer Dave
King (of The Bad Plus fame) to
conclude the festival at Bing
on Aug. 3, with trumpeter Ron
Miles and double bassist Scott
Colley rounding out the all-star
quartet. Between now and then
there are both intimate and
larger-scale concerts by Stanford Jazz Workshop faculty and
others in Dinkelspiel Auditorium and Campbell Recital Hall,
including the beloved SJW AllStar Jam on Aug. 2 (see sidebar
for an interview with clarinetist
Anat Cohen).

Jazz at Filoli has pretty much
perfected the art of live jazz (and
more) on a Sunday afternoon.
The base level ticket includes a
drink ticket for beer, white wine
or flavored sparkling water, and
lunch boxes can be pre-ordered.
Vocalist Sara Niemietz and
guitarist/composer W.G. Snuffy
Walden headline on July 14,
pianist Larry Vuckovich and his
Contemporary Swinging Hard
Bop Ensemble play July 28, and
vocalist Nicolas Bearde pays
tribute to Nat “King” Cole’s centenary on Aug. 11. Conguero,
educator and all-around good
guy John Santos closes at the
2019 live jazz season at Filoli on
Aug. 25 with his sextet.
Portola Vineyards in Portola Valley is offering three
more stylistically varied concerts for its Summer Jazz series
(paired with wine tasting).
Cabanijazz, led by conguero
and Pacific Mambo Orchestra
member Javier Cabanillas, performs July 14, while on Aug. 4
the Five Ten quintet out of the

Charged Particles

Charged Particles (left to right: Murray Low, Aaron Germain and
Jon Krosnick) will perform at Portola Vineyards on Aug. 18.

East Bay (with its 510 area code)
will offer its brand of globally
electrified fusion featuring steel
pans and Brazilian percussion. Local favorites Charged
Particles close out the series
on Aug.18 with a tribute to the
iconic pianist, composer and
bandleader Chick Corea.
Free outdoor jazz concerts
are once again presented every
Thursday at the Stanford Shopping Center (except on the
Fourth of July), starting at 6
p.m. through Aug. 22. Attendees can sit in the courtyard
outside of Nordstrom to hear

harpist Destiny Muhammad
(July 11); the fusion quartet
Mino Yanci (July 18); ‘50s West
Coast jazz-meets-bossa nova
singer/songwriter Avi Wisnia
(July 25); “Spanglish Rumba/
Ska” purevyors Makr˙ (Aug 1);
R&B/soul/funk/ska practitioners Stymie & the PLJO (a.k.a.
Pimp Jones Luv Orchestra, Aug.
8); blues harmonic maestro Aki
Kumar (Aug. 15); and Flamenco
Gypsy dance and music octet
Barrio Manouche (Aug. 22).
Yoshi Kato is a
freelance writer.

Musician
Anat Cohen
will return to
the Stanford
Jazz Workshop
and Festival
this summer
for three
performances

returned two years later with
her own quartet. She then both
taught and performed in 2015
and again from 2017 through
the present.
“You get together with 30
saxophone players. And you
just talk about the instrument,
talk about ideas for practice and
then practice together,” said the
multi-reedist, when asked about
her experience teaching at SJW.
“Of course, if I get together with
clarinet players, I just talk about
the clarinet.
“But unfortunately, there are
not 30 clarinet players in any
jazz camp ... yet,” she added,
with a warm laugh. “But we’re
working to change that! I can
tell you there’s always one or
two in every camp I go to. And
I’m, like, ‘Yes!’ This is change.’”

Anat Cohen feels good at Stanford
Anyone who has caught clarinetist Anat Cohen in concert
can attest to her unbridled musical enthusiasm. It’s a trait that
extends off the bandstand, even
to a routine phone interview
from her home in Brooklyn.
“You don’t have to remind
me, man! It was an absolute
beautiful night,” she replied,
when reminded of a concert she
did during the 2017 Stanford
Jazz Festival (SJF) in which
pianist George Cables led an
all-star quintet that also featured tenor saxophonist Ravi
Coltrane, bassist Eric Revis and
drummer Kendrick Scott. “I’ve
been in a lot of different musical
situations on stage with a lot of
different people, and I still talk

about that night.
“There was something so
magical about George’s compositions, the swing, the way
everything felt,” she said. “I
mean, I felt like I was inside a
classic jazz record!”
Cohen returns to both the
Stanford Jazz Workshop (SJW)
and Festival, happily taking on
the double duty of educator and
performer. She’ll be performing
thrice at Dinkelspiel Auditorium: Brazilian music with Trio
Da Paz on July 27; in a first-time
supergroup with guitarist Sheryl
Bailey and drummer Dafnis
Prieto (as well as trumpeter
Marquis Hill, keyboardist Jason
Linder and bassist Matt Brewer)
on July 29; and as part of the

Shervin Iainez

SJW All-Star Jam on Aug 2.
“They’re guys I love to play
with,” said the Tel Aviv native,
of Trio Da Paz. “And since I have
such a big affinity for Brazilian music, we’re going to find
the right repertoire, and it’ll be
great.”
First performing at the Stanford Jazz Festival with her
brothers Avishai (trumpet) and
Yuval (soprano saxophone) as
the 3 Cohens back in 2009, Anat
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What: Jazz at Filoli 2019
Where: Filoli Historic House
& Garden, 86 Canada Road,
Woodside.
When: July 14, July 28, Aug. 11,
Aug. 25; 1 p.m.
Cost: $85/$75 for Filoli members.
Info: Go to filoli.org/jazz/
What: 2019 Portola Vineyards
Summer Jazz.
Where: Portola Vineyards, 850
Los Trancos Road, Portola Valley.
When: July 14, Aug. 4, Aug. 18,
6 p.m.
Cost: $12-$24.
Info: Go to portolavineyards.
com/events.html.
What: Stanford Shopping Center
33rd Annual Summer Jazz Series.
Where: Stanford Shopping
Center, 660 Stanford Shopping
Center, Palo Alto.
When: Thursdays through Aug.
22 (except for July 4); 6 p.m.
Cost: Free.
Info: Go to sfjazz.org/stanford.

As far as summer gigs go,
the SJW setting is hard to beat,
she said, adding that she feels
proud to be on the Stanford
University premises.
“It’s so great! I love it. I
learned you can rent bicycles
and go around. And you
can go to the cafe if there’s
enough time to take a little
lunch break, though usually
the teaching schedule is quite
intense. Or you can take an
Uber to Palo Alto and have a
nice dinner if you want to get
out,” she said.
“This part of California
reminds me a lot of Israel in the
summer — the sounds when
you step on all the dry leaves. I
relate to it. It feels good to me.”
— Yoshi Kato

TOWN OF WOODSIDE
2955 WOODSIDE ROAD
WOODSIDE, CA 94062
PLANNING COMMISSION
July 10, 2019 6:00 PM
***SPECIAL MEETING DATE***
PUBLIC HEARING
1. Woodside Glens
Planner: Jackie Young, Planning Director

ZOAM2019-0002

Review and discuss a recommendation to the Town Council for ordinance
amendments to Woodside Municipal Code (WMC) Chapter 153, Zoning,
[VWYV]PKLHSSV^HUJLZMVYKLJYLHZLKZL[IHJRZHUKÅVVYHYLHHUKZL[IHJR
exceptions for garages for nonconforming lots in the Woodside Glens.
All application materials are available for public review at the Woodside
Planning and Building Counter, Woodside Town Hall, weekdays from
8:00 – 10:00 AM and 1:00 – 3:00 PM, or by appointment. For more
information, contact the Woodside Planning and Building Department at
(650) 851-6790.
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Santa Clara County Planning Commission
backs Stanford’s expansion plan
What’s at stake for San Mateo County?
By Kate Bradshaw and
Gennady Sheyner
Almanac and Palo Alto Weekly Staff Writers

S

tanford University’s bid to
massively expand its campus received the Santa Clara
County Planning Commission’s
unanimous endorsement Thursday with a 7-0 recommendation
of a new general use permit that

growth, a change to the zoning
ordinance to allow the expansion and changes to the Stanford
Community Plan, a broad landuse document that is part of the
county’s general plan.
How much housing?

will govern Stanford’s growth for
the next two decades.
But the victory came with
one catch: a requirement that
Stanford construct roughly four
times as many housing units as
it proposed in its application.
The commission concluded a
marathon meeting with a series
of votes that effectively endorse

Arthur Martin Mintz
April 4, 1936 - April 15, 2019
Arthur Martin Mintz
left this earth peacefully,
surrounded by family and
pets, on April 15, 2019, at
age 83. Parkinson’s was
the only health problem
he could not defeat. Born
on April 4, 1936 to Raeh
and Sidney Mintz, Arthur
grew up in Chicago, an
only child in a loving
extended family of aunts, uncles and cousins. Arthur attended
Undergraduate and Law School at Northwestern University.
Throughout his mostly charmed life in Chicago and later in
Woodside, CA, Arthur wove his law and business careers with
his love of adventure, mystery and travel. Open and accepting
of all beliefs and life paths, with a big smile and contagious joy
for life, he frequently acquired new friends in restaurants, shops
and on trips, often developing them into lifelong friendships.
He reveled in sharing his amazing life experiences with friends
and family and in teaching each of his six children similar
appreciations.
Arthur was a Renaissance man: a Military Veteran who became
a successful Attorney, for over 20 years in Chicago, and later an
Attorney and Businessman in CA. Initially Arthur found Lost
Heirs, restoring forgotten funds to many. Later he held a seat
on The Chicago Mercantile Exchange. Arthur knew and loved
opera and poetry, while also being an adventurer, a sportsman, a
sailor, a farmer and cattleman, a horseman and even a cowboy!
Arthur served his communities in varied roles, ranging from
the Portola Valley Schools Foundation and The Parent Board at
Eagle Hill School, Hardwick, MA. A devoted long time member
of the Mounted Patrol of San Mateo County, Arthur proudly
served as Captain in 2003. He was an early Board member of
the now Horse Park at Woodside and a supporter of NCEFT.
More recently, Arthur became a proud member of The Family,
especially enjoying events at The Family Farm in Woodside.
Arthur is survived by his loving partner and wife of 43 years,
Abby Sanders Mintz and his six children: Sydney (Ellen), Mark,
Ajahn Cunda, Sarah (Tito Llantada), Allison and Elizabeth.
Also, his “Godson”, Dave Siebs (Sharon), and his sons August
and Erik, and his precious grandchildren, Sienna, Elijah, Gabriel,
and newborn, Alia Grace Llantada. Additionally, he is survived
by his first wife, Ila Lewis, mother of Sydney, Mark and Cunda,
and his acquired Sanders siblings, Victoria (Hank), Bob and
Dave. He will also be remembered by numerous cousins, their
children and by his many friends.
Arthur was a True Warrior, successfully battling a number
of life threatening illnesses for over 21 years, earning him the
nickname “Nine Lives”. He had a will to live like no other, with
a fighting spirit that enabled him to defeat every enemy except
the last, Parkinson’s. For this reason, Arthur’s family Is hopeful
that any gifts which might be given in memory of ARTHUR M.
MINTZ, go to the Michael J. Fox Foundation, for Parkinson’s
Research where 88% of every dollar goes to finding a cure for
this terrible disease.
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Stanford’s proposal with some
key caveats, particularly on
housing.
The vote followed three public
hearings and more than 300
comments from members of the
public, which ranged from fullthroated support for Stanford’s
plans to deep skepticism and
requests for additional measures
to curb the impacts of the university’s growth.
In making its decision, the
commission weighed Stanford’s
offer to negotiate a development
agreement, which includes a
menu of community benefits
that it asserted are worth $4.7
billion, against county planners’
proposed conditions of approval,
which require far more housing
and more stringent traffic regulations than Stanford has been
willing to provide.
Stanford’s offer letter proposed
to make explicit contributions
to San Mateo County that the
university says are not required
under the Santa Clara County
conditions of approval, including willingness to negotiate separately with a coalition of leaders
in southern San Mateo County
jurisdictions and a $15 million
offer for specific transportation
projects.
However, San Mateo County
Supervisor Don Horsley told
The Almanac, “We’re not going
to negotiate separately with
Stanford.”
The supervisor said he instead
preferred to work with Santa
Clara County, indicating that
he had met with supervisors in
that county and had impressed
upon them the impacts that
Stanford’s northern neighbors
would see if the university grows
as proposed.
The dividing line between the
two counties, he said, is really
“by accident of the creek,” but
the impacts will certainly be felt
on both sides of San Francisquito
Creek.
“The bigger the campus gets,
the more the impacts are. That’s
not to say we don’t appreciate
that it’s a great university,” he
added. “We have to come to
some kind of amicable agreement on how to mitigate those
impacts.”
Negotiate or regulate?

Much like at prior meetings,
Stanford staff spoke in favor of
reaching a deal through negotiations, while county staff insisted
that its job is to require full mitigations for the problems that the
university’s growth will create.
“This isn’t a negotiation

process. This is a regulatory process,” Deputy County Executive
Sylvia Gallegos told the Planning
Commission. “This is a permit
application, and we don’t negotiate away conditions of approval.”
Gallegos underscored that
the county is recommending
approving all the academic
growth that Stanford has sought,
which includes 2.275 million
square feet of academic space,
2,600 student beds and 40,000
square feet of child care facilities
and transportation hubs. But the
growth plan, she added, can only
be considered “reasonable and
sustainable” because the county
put in protections to ensure that
the impacts of Stanford’s growth
would be minimized.
Stanford’s package of offerings, by contrast, falls far short of
the county’s goal, planning staff
said.
While the university touted its
development-agreement package as an unprecedented offer
with substantial community
benefits — including $3.4 billion
for housing alone — county staff
has vehemently rejected these
figures and argued that most of
the “benefits” are in fact legally
required mitigations or, in some
cases, part of the proposed campus development itself.
Gallegos pointed to the 2,600
student beds, which Stanford
is counting as benefits and
which comprise a $1.4 billion
investment.
“Those aren’t community benefits; that’s the project application. It’s what they’re proposing
to develop,” Gallegos said.
The real value of Stanford’s
community benefits is $166
million, Gallegos said, which
includes more than $130 million
that the university is planning to
provide to the Palo Alto Unified
School District over the next 40
years and about $30 million that
the university offered to Palo
Alto and to various San Mateo
County cities for bike projects and other transportation
improvements.
But while county planners
maintained that their proposed
conditions constitute critical
community protections, Stanford staff characterized some
of these conditions as counterproductive and, in some cases,
impossible to meet.
After the long discussion,
the commission unanimously
approved the final environmental impact report for the proposed expansion. It also unanimously approved the watersupply assessment for Stanford’s

The biggest bone of contention surrounded housing. The
county’s planning staff had
recommended that Stanford be
required to build 2,172 units
of housing to accommodate
the new employees associated
with the campus expansion.
In its initial application, Stanford had proposed 550 units of
“workforce” housing. In the new
development agreement offer, it
upped that figure to 1,307.
“We cannot deliver the
amount of housing that the
administration proposes and
also make a (below-market rate)
requirement that is unprecedented in magnitude,” Catherine Palter, a university associate
vice president, told the commission Thursday.
As part of the new proposal,
Stanford had also sought credit
from the county for housing already under construction,
including the Escondido Village
development for graduate students and the 215-unit development known as Middle Plaza in
Menlo Park.
In separate comments, Menlo
Park City Council members Betsy Nash and Cecilia Taylor told
The Almanac they did not think
the Middle Plaza apartments
should count toward Stanford’s
housing growth plans.
The commission generally
agreed with its staff’s proposal
to require 2,172 units.
“I don’t believe any credit
should be given to projects
existing that do not relate to the
growth (under the new GUP),”
Moore said.
County planners had previously rejected that proposal,
noting that these units are
associated with growth that has
already occurred. By seeking to
count those previously approved
projects as part of the new GUP
application, Stanford is in fact
proposing to build 40% fewer
housing units than the county
has recommended and the planners believe is needed to meet
the demand for housing created
by faculty and staff working in
new academic space, Gallegos
said.
The commission also supported a proposal from county planners to require at least 70% of the
new units to be on the Stanford
campus, with the remainder
being provided within 6 miles
of campus.
What to do about traffic?

Traffic also remained a subject
of dispute between Stanford and
county planners. But unlike
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with housing, the Planning point in the future, either in 10
Commission offered the univer- years or when Stanford builds
a certain amount of housing,
sity a significant concession.
Stanford favored retaining the county can consider new
the existing “no net new com- requirements for the university
mute trips” standard, which for traffic reduction.
The commission referred the
measures traffic impacts during
the busiest commute hour in issue to planning staff for more
the morning and the afternoon. analysis with the understandThe county had proposed more ing that additional options will
stringent regulations, which ultimately be presented to the
would consider three-hour Board of Supervisors.
“peak periods” and that also
require Stanford to limit reverse Protecting the foothills
commutes and average daily
The topic of development
vehicle trips.
in the foothills also elicited a
The county’s proposed condi- range of opinions, with Comtions would require Stanford missioner Vicki Moore strongly
to limit the growth in reverse urging the county to pursue a
commutes to 2% from the base conservation easement for the
year and to keep average daily foothills area to secure permatraffic within a 3% threshold. nent protection for the openExceeding these limits in con- space preserve.
secutive years would suspend
The Stanford application
the university’s right to expand. doesn’t propose any construcPalter argued that the condi- tion in the foothills. Doing
tions are imposso would require
sible to meet, parapproval from four
‘The bigger the out of five board
ticularly with the
higher number
supervisors under a
campus gets,
of housing units
policy that expires
the more the
the county is recin 2025. As part
ommending. The
of the general use
impacts are.’
university’s traffic
plan application,
SAN MATEO COUNTY
consultants, she
staff had recomsaid, concluded SUPERVISOR DON HORSLEY mended expanding
that to meet the
that requirement
thresholds proposed by staff, by 99 years — an approach the
Stanford would need to generate commission generally favored.
trips at a rate lower than that of
Even though most of Moore’s
Manhattan.
colleagues balked at pursu“This is simply impossible on ing a conservation easement,
the San Francisco Peninsula commission Chair Kathryn
where Stanford is located,” Pal- Schmidt and Gil both said they
ter said.
support foothills protection.
The argument found some Rauser suggested that opensupport on the commission, space protections could be part
with Bob Levy and Marc Rauser of a future development agreeeach suggesting that county ment between the county and
planners may be demanding Stanford.
too much from Stanford when it
But the commission majority
comes to reverse commutes and agreed that the development
average daily traffic counts.
agreement process is defunct
Geoff Bradley, the county’s at this time and voted 6-1, with
consulting project planner, Rauser dissenting, to formally
acknowledged that meeting deny Stanford’s application for
the reverse-commute thresh- the negotiated agreement.
old would require Stanford to
provide services so large num- Which conditions to accept?
bers of would-be drivers use
Prior to its deliberations, the
other modes of transportation, commission heard from dozens
such as having children walk of speakers, with business leadto schools and other residents ers, union workers and various
walk to transit, restaurants and members of the Stanford comstores. This, he argued, is not munity urging the commission
impossible.
to back Stanford’s proposal and
“This is one of the few places elected officials from neighborin the county where you can ing communities voicing supdo this, where all these pieces port for the county’s conditions.
come together. The goal really
Olivia Navarro was one of
is to create a dense, compact about two dozen union workcomfortable environment and ers who attended the meeting
not repeat the auto-centric to urge support for Stanford’s
environment where everyone proposal. They lauded the unidoes have to get into their car,” versity for agreeing to provide
Bradley said.
housing immediately, with all
The commission members 575 below-market-rate units of
didn’t resolve the traffic issue workforce housing all scheduled
but ultimately coalesced around to be built (or funded) before
the idea of requiring Stanford the first quarter of the academic
to initially use fees to mitigate expansion is completed.
its traffic impacts. At some
One additional condition

Stanford wanted in its offer
letter was permission to streamline its growth in the university’s “Quarry” development
district nearest to San Mateo
County and Menlo Park, just
south of the Sand Hill Road
and El Camino Real intersection. The university proposes
to build up to 1,100 new apartments for faculty and staff in
that area.
Stanford has already grown
significantly in this area in the
last few years: The development
district is near the recently
expanded Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital and the new

Stanford Hospital, expected to
open later this year. The Menlo
Park City Council has in the
past challenged office growth
planned in that area, citing
concerns about traffic impacts
the city would bear. It’s not yet
clear how council members will
react to the prospect of 1,100
new housing units so close to
the city border.
Council members Nash and
Taylor urged the commission
to require Stanford “fully mitigate” its growth impacts.
Taylor said this means requiring full mitigation for housing demand, environmental

impacts, traffic and public education. Nash pointed to the two
giant problems that her community — as well as neighboring jurisdictions — are already
facing: housing affordability
and traffic congestion.
“Menlo Park residents, like
others in San Mateo and Santa
Clara counties, cope with these
issues every single day,” Nash
said. “Stanford’s proposal to
expand under the 2018 general
use permit will obviously
aggravate these already very
serious problems, and I think
it’s hard to overstate the potential harm.” A

Norman Eugene Cima
August 16, 1927 – May 16, 2019
Intelligent, adventurous, curious and
generous, Norman Cima passed away in his
sleep in his home at the age of 91. From a
small town kid, to starting a global business,
to a world traveller, he did everything with
gusto and a desire to learn more. With
his inspiration, spirit, hospitality and
achievements, he left his mark for family
and others to emulate.
Born in Missouri to a coal
mining family, his early
years were spent surviving
the Great Depression, doing
odd jobs on neighbors’ farms
and taking every device he
could find apart - including
those new fangled radios.
After a short stint in the Navy
as WWII was ending, he
earned a degree in Electrical
Engineering at Iowa State
University and has supported
scholarships for engineering students from
Iowa throughout his life. He met his love
and life partner, Phyllis, a quiet but forceful
farm girl through family and church friends
and they married in 1950. Moving to St.
Louis to work for White-Rodgers on radio
control and autonomous drones, their
daughter Joyce was born, then during a 6
month TDY to Oxnard, CA, their son Alan
was born. Having experienced the beauty
and lifestyle of California, they made the
move to Orange County, working in the
same area for Babcock Radio Engineering.
As he became more involved in the business
side, his love of learning peaked again and
they moved “temporarily” to Northern
California to attend Stanford, earning his
MBA. After graduation, Norm started CM2
alongside two friends from business school.
CM2 focused on oceanographic research,
eventually building the foundation for
OceanRoutes, a world-wide business
finding the optimal routing of commercial
ships.
The company’s final iteration,
WeatherNews, became the world’s largest
weather company. He sold the business in
1978, professing to retire but continuing to
consult and influence those who carried it
on.
Norman’s interests were varied and
expansive. He and Phyllis travelled the
world, understanding the values of different
cultures and meeting new people who
became friends and part of their family.
During his travels, he started collecting

antique scales and was instrumental in
the International Society of Antique Scale
Collectors. His collection is now housed in
the ISASC Museum in Pittsburgh, a place
where the mechanical scales that are fast
disappearing in our digital age are preserved
and on display. His love of travel extended
to his family where he organized fabulous
trips to the Galapagos Island
for Christmas, Italy to meet
our ancestors, a Greek cruise
following 9/11 and the Rocky
Mountaineer train ride in
Canada. In 1962, in the
summer between business
school years and his first
trip to Europe, he searched
for his Italian ancestors and
found the birthplace of his
grandfather in the Piemonte
region. This story, the ones
who came to America and
the ones who stayed in Italy, intrigued him
all his life. Norm searched the world to
sketch out the Cima family genealogy years
before ancestory.com and helped to foster
connections among the family through a
biennial Cima Clan Conclave.
A master storyteller, he wove his
adventures into interesting and exciting
tales. His breadth of knowledge allowed
him to have conversations on just about
any topic. He loved having friends come to
stay and was the consummate host, showing
them the time of their lives. He had a zest for
life and didn’t want to waste a minute of it.
Norm and his spirit will be greatly missed.
He is survived by his wife of almost 70
years Phyllis of Menlo Park, daughter Joyce
Anthony (Tom) of Woodside, son Alan
Cima of San Carlos, grandchildren Rebecca
Lyon (Adam) of Bothell, WA, Jessica Cima
of San Carlos, Tyler Anthony of Chicago
and Tori Anthony of San Jose, and greatgrandchildren William and Andrew Lyon.
A memorial service in remembrance
and celebration of his life is to be held on
Saturday, July 13 at 10:00 am at Skylawn
Memorial Park chapel, San Mateo.
Reception to follow at the Sharon Heights
Golf and Country Club, Menlo Park. In lieu
of flowers, the family suggests gifts may be
designated to the Iowa State Foundation Cima Scholarship in Electrical & Computer
Engineering, or to the Norman and Phyllis
Cima Fellowship Fund at the Stanford
Graduate School of Business.
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Going against the grain
The Midwife and the Baker find unexpected
ways to use whole-grain flours
Story by Elena Kadvany
Photos by Magali Gauthier

F

lour is everywhere at The
Midwife and the Baker in
Mountain View.
It dusts the tiled floor and
baker Mac McConnell ’s
Birkenstock sandals. Pounds
of fresh-milled whole-grain
flour sit in bags and trash cans
repurposed into storage bins,
awaiting their next life phase:
dough for the bakery’s insanely
popular sourdough breads and
pastries.
Flour — specifically, freshmilled whole-grain f lour
— is the heart and soul of
The Midwife and the Baker,
where McConnell is working
to elevate grains like kamut,
rye, wheat berry, spelt and

Khorasan by proving they
can taste just as good, if not
better, than their white wheat
flour counterparts. He sneaks
whole grains into everything
he makes, from baguettes and
ciabatta to even the croissant.
“We want our whole grains to
eat like white bread — fluffier,
lighter,” McConnell said.
The Midwife and the Baker
started with McConnell selling
loaves out of his wife Jaime’s
midwife practice in San Francisco. A West Virginia native
and former mechanical engineer, he “ended up out here
because of bread” — namely,
to attend the San Francisco
Baking Institute. After graduating he worked at a Massachusetts bakery that specializes in whole-grain sourdough

Loaves of bread and pastries are put out for sale at The Midwife and the Baker’s commercial bakery in
Mountain View.

breads, he then returned to the
West Coast to become a bread
instructor at the San Francisco
Baking Institute.
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McConnell eventually left his
teaching post to focus on The
Midwife and the Baker full
time. They drew a loyal following at Bay Area farmers
markets before moving in 2018
into the large Mountain View
baking facility, which they took
over from Acme Bread.
Shortly after, Blue Bottle
Coffee started selling The Midwife and the Baker’s pastries
in all of its Bay Area cafes, a
major coup for a mom-and-pop
baking operation. Other cafes,
restaurants and grocery stores
steadily followed.
McConnell now employs a
staff of 35 that mills 3,000
pounds of flour every week
in Mountain View, delivering
loaves and pastries throughout
the Bay Area.
The bakery kicks into gear
at 3 a.m., when McConnell
arrives to fold dough around
sheets of butter for croissant dough while William
Van Dusen weighs out flours
for that day’s dough, following a color-coded spreadsheet
detailed down to the gram for
every single loaf they sell.
Nearby, a 40-inch stone mill
the bakery acquired last fall
processes fresh grains. Made
by a baker in Vermont, the
massive mill is more than twice
the size of their old one. It’s
producing whole-grain flour
as fine as pastry flour, making
their breads loftier and lighter
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than ever before, McConnell
said, sifting the almost ethereal
flour through his palms.
The “whitest” bread they
make is the baguette, whose
dough is 25% kamut, an ancient
grain grown in Montana.
Their most popular breads are
100% whole wheat. Madera, a
Michelin-starred restaurant in
Menlo Park, recently changed
its account with the bakery
from both country white bread
(which is still nearly half
whole grain) and 100% whole
wheat bread to solely the latter,
McConnell said.
Other staff arrive around 5
a.m. and the facility becomes
a flour-dusted hive of activity
for several hours. Some staff
prep hundreds of twice-baked
almond croissants — slicing
already baked croissants in
half, adding a layer of frangipane inside, a dollop on top
and a flurry of sliced almonds
— while others roll refrigerated dough for plain croissants.
They have to shape it quickly
before the dough warms up too
much but with careful finesse
to preserve the “shoulders,” or
edges of the dough that give
croissants their trademark layers. Beyond the classic viennoiserie, bakers get creative with
pastries like cardamom snails,
currant-orange scones and caramelized shallot danishes.
The bakers have been experimenting with a whole grain
croissant, playing around with
lamination, leavening and yeast
to create an equivalent pastry.
(A recent picture on Instagram of its honeycomb-like
interior elicited an enthusiastic
“yaaaaassssssssssss” from none
other than Josey Baker, who
also mills his own grains at
Josey Baker Bread in San Francisco.) The challenge, McConnell said, is that the whole-grain
version can turn out tough, and
whole-grain flour has less leeway than white flour.
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Public
Notices
995 Fictitious Name
Statement

Flour dusts the floor of The Midwife and the Baker’s Mountain View
bakery.

Empresa Savi
SaviE
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: 281458
The following person(s) is (are) doing business
as:
“Empresa Savi” and “SaviE”, located at 2056
Pulgas Ave., E. Palo Alto, CA 94303, San Mateo
County.
Registered owner(s):
IMELDA LLANOS DE LUNA
2056 Pulgas Ave.
E. Palo Alto, CA 94303
This business is conducted by: An Individual.
The registrant commenced to transact
business under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on N/A.
This statement was filed with the County
Clerk-Recorder of San Mateo County on June
3, 2019.
(ALM June 12, 19, 26; July 3, 2019)
INVITING SPACES BY KIM
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: 281492
The following person (persons) is (are) doing
business as: Inviting Spaces By Kim, located
at 947 15th Avenue, Redwood City, CA 94063,
San Mateo County.
Registered owner(s):
KIMBERLY BEBER
947 15th Avenue
Redwood City, CA 94063
This business is conducted by: An Individual.
The registrant commenced to transact
business under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on August 2008.
This statement was filed with the County
Clerk-Recorder of San Mateo County on June
6, 2019.
(ALM June 19, 26; July 3, 10, 2019)

Erica Ryan rolls a croissant on June 20.

“It’s a tighter band for perfection,” he said.
It’s no secret that you can
go into the Mountain View
facility to buy fresh bread
and pastries Monday through
Saturday from 6:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m., but it would not be
obvious to anyone passing by
the industrial, warehouse-like
building that has no signage or
seating. (An employee once likened it to going to a speakeasy.)

McConnell intends to open a
full-fledged retail bakery there
at some point, serving coffee
and other items, but likely not
until next year.
For a full list of where to find
The Midwife and the Baker’s
goods, go to themidwifeandthebaker.com/where. A
Elena Kadvany is a staff writer
for the Palo Alto Weekly, The
Almanac’s sister paper.

Mac McConnell starts up one of the flour mills in the Mountain
View bakery. The Midwife and the Baker mills about 3,000 pounds of
flour each week, making whole-grain flour that’s as milled as fine as
pastry flour.

LAW OFFICE OF ALISON MADDEN
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: 281550
The following person (persons) is (are) doing
business as:
Law Office of Alison Madden, located at 2995
Woodside Rd #200, Woodside, CA 94062,
San Mateo County; Mailing address: PO Box
620650, Woodside, CA 94062
Registered owner(s):
ALISON MADDEN
1548 Maple #26
Redwood City, CA 94063
This business is conducted by: An Individual.
The registrant commenced to transact
business under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on June 1, 2019.
This statement was filed with the County
Clerk-Recorder of San Mateo County on June
11, 2019.
(ALM June 26; July 3, 10, 17, 2019)
KATHERINE PETERSON, PHD., L.E.P.
PETERSON LEARNING
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: 281633
The following person (persons) is (are) doing
business as:
1) Katherine Peterson PhD., L.E.P. 2) Peterson
Learning, located at 5 Light Way, Menlo Park,
CA 94025, San Mateo County.
Registered owner(s):
KATHERINE K. PETERSON
5 Light Way
Menlo Park, CA 94025
This business is conducted by: An Individual.
The registrant commenced to transact
business under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on June 15, 2019.
This statement was filed with the County
Clerk-Recorder of San Mateo County on June
18, 2019.
(Almanac June 26; July 3, 10, 17, 2019)
MENLO ACCOUNTING & CONSULTING
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: 281659
The following person (persons) is (are) doing
business as: Menlo Accounting & Consulting,
located at 405 El Camino Real #504, Menlo
Park, CA 94025, San Mateo County.
Registered owner(s):
PATRICIA LOPEZ-JARAMILLO
231 Robin Way
Menlo Park, CA 94025
This business is conducted by: An Individual.
The registrant commenced to transact
business under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on N/A.
This statement was filed with the County
Clerk-Recorder of San Mateo County on June
20, 2019.
(ALM June 26; July 3, 10, 17, 2019)

A & A BROTHERS LANDSCAPING
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: 281688
The following person (persons) is (are) doing
business as:
A & A Brothers Landscaping, located at 2921
Westside Ave. #1, Redwood City, CA 94063,
San Mateo County.
Registered owner(s):
RUBY GALICIA
2921 Westside Ave. #1
Redwood City, CA 94063
This business is conducted by: An Individual.
The registrant commenced to transact
business under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on N/A.
This statement was filed with the County
Clerk-Recorder of San Mateo County on June
24, 2019.
(ALM July 3, 10, 17, 24, 2019)
AGUAYOS GARDENING
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: 281720
The following person (persons) is (are) doing
business as:
Aguayos Gardening, located at 131 Oak
Avenue #2, Redwood City, CA 94061, San
Mateo County.
Registered owner(s):
LUIS HERNANDEZ AGUAYO
131 Oak Avenue #2
Redwood City, CA 94061
This business is conducted by: An Individual.
The registrant commenced to transact
business under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 1-1-19.
This statement was filed with the County
Clerk-Recorder of San Mateo County on June
25, 2019.
(ALM July 3, 10, 17, 24, 2019)
YELLA ACTIVEWEAR
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: 281580
The following person (persons) is (are) doing
business as:
Yella Activewear, located at 1800 White Oak
Dr., Menlo Park, CA 94025, San Mateo County.
Registered owner(s):
DANIELLA MIZRAHI
1800 White Oak Dr.
Menlo Park, CA 94025
This business is conducted by: An Individual.
The registrant commenced to transact
business under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on Feb. 2019.
This statement was filed with the County
Clerk-Recorder of San Mateo County on June
13, 2019.
(ALM July 3, 10, 17, 24, 2019)

997 All Other Legals
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR CHANGE OF
NAME SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF
CALIFORNIA FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN
MATEO
Case No.: 19CIV02917
TO ALL INTERESTED PERSONS:
Petitioner: LORENA EVORA and OMAR
BLADIMIR EVORA filed a petition with this
court for a decree changing names as follows:
YARETZI DALEYZA EVORA to ALESSANDRA
DALEYZA EVORA.
THE COURT ORDERS that all persons
interested in this matter appear before this
court at the hearing indicated below to show
cause, if any, why the petition for change of
name should not be granted. Any person
objecting to the name changes described
above must file a written objection that
includes the reasons for the objection at least
two court days before the matter is scheduled
to be heard and must appear at the hearing
to show cause why the petition should not
be granted. If no written objection is timely
filed, the court may grant the petition without
a hearing.
NOTICE OF HEARING: July 17, 2019, 9:00 a.m.,
Dept.: PJ of the Superior Court of California,
County of San Mateo, located at 400 County
Center, Redwood City, CA 94063.
A copy of this ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE shall
be published at least once each week for
four successive weeks prior to the date set
for hearing on the petition in the following
newspaper of general circulation, printed in
this county:
THE ALMANAC.
Date: June 05, 2019
/s/ Jonathan E. Karesh
JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT
(The Almanac June 19, 26; July 3, 10, 2019)
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR CHANGE OF
NAME SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF
CALIFORNIA FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN
MATEO
Case No.: 19CIV02787
TO ALL INTERESTED PERSONS:
Petitioner: ALEXANDRA JANE JOHNSONFREYD filed a petition with this court for a
decree changing names as follows:
ALEXANDRA JANE JOHNSON-FREYD to
SASHA SHEN JOHFRE.
THE COURT ORDERS that all persons

interested in this matter appear before this
court at the hearing indicated below to show
cause, if any, why the petition for change of
name should not be granted. Any person
objecting to the name changes described
above must file a written objection that
includes the reasons for the objection at least
two court days before the matter is scheduled
to be heard and must appear at the hearing
to show cause why the petition should not
be granted. If no written objection is timely
filed, the court may grant the petition without
a hearing.
NOTICE OF HEARING: August 9, 2019, 9:00
a.m., Dept.: 20, Room: 8C of the Superior
Court of California, County of San Mateo,
located at 400 County Center, Redwood City,
CA 94063.
A copy of this ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE shall
be published at least once each week for
four successive weeks prior to the date set
for hearing on the petition in the following
newspaper of general circulation, printed in
this county:
THE ALMANAC
Date: June 21, 2019
/s/ Jonathan E. Karesh
JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT
(ALM July 3, 10, 17, 24, 2019)
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR CHANGE OF
NAME SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF
CALIFORNIA FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN
MATEO
Case No.: 19CIV02786
TO ALL INTERESTED PERSONS:
Petitioner: CHING-HAN SHEN filed a petition
with this court for a decree changing names
as follows:
CHING-HAN SHEN to HANNAH JOHFRE SHEN.
THE COURT ORDERS that all persons
interested in this matter appear before this
court at the hearing indicated below to show
cause, if any, why the petition for change of
name should not be granted. Any person
objecting to the name changes described
above must file a written objection that
includes the reasons for the objection at least
two court days before the matter is scheduled
to be heard and must appear at the hearing
to show cause why the petition should not
be granted. If no written objection is timely
filed, the court may grant the petition without
a hearing.
NOTICE OF HEARING: August 9, 2019, 9:00
a.m., Dept.: 20, Room: 8C of the Superior
Court of California, County of San Mateo,
located at 400 County Center, Redwood City,
CA 94063.
A copy of this ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE shall
be published at least once each week for
four successive weeks prior to the date set
for hearing on the petition in the following
newspaper of general circulation, printed in
this county:
THE ALMANAC
Date: June 21, 2019
/s/ Jonathan E. Karesh
JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT
(ALM July 3, 10, 17, 24, 2019)
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR CHANGE OF
NAME SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF
CALIFORNIA FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN
MATEO
Case No.: 19CIV03388
TO ALL INTERESTED PERSONS:
Petitioner: CORINNA CLIO MARKENSCOFFZYGOURAKIS filed a petition with this court
for a decree changing names as follows:
CORINNA CLIO MARKENSCOFF-ZYGOURAKIS
to CORINNA CLIO ZYGOURAKIS.
THE COURT ORDERS that all persons
interested in this matter appear before this
court at the hearing indicated below to show
cause, if any, why the petition for change of
name should not be granted. Any person
objecting to the name changes described
above must file a written objection that
includes the reasons for the objection at least
two court days before the matter is scheduled
to be heard and must appear at the hearing
to show cause why the petition should not
be granted. If no written objection is timely
filed, the court may grant the petition without
a hearing.
NOTICE OF HEARING: August 1, 2019, 9:00
a.m., Dept.: PJ of the Superior Court of
California, County of San Mateo, located at
400 County Center, Redwood City, CA 94063.
A copy of this ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE shall
be published at least once each week for
four successive weeks prior to the date set
for hearing on the petition in the following
newspaper of general circulation, printed in
this county:
THE ALMANAC
Date: June 19, 2019
/s/ Jonathan E. Karesh
JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT
(ALM July 3, 10, 17, 24, 2019)
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Theater

¶7KH/DQJXDJH$UFKLYH· A quirky, comic
drama about communication — its potential
and its limits — this modern romantic parable
features a linguist at a loss for words, especially the vocabulary of the heart. July 10-Aug.
4; times vary. $25-$60; discounts available,
pricing subject to change. Lucie Stern Theatre,
1305 Middlefield Road, Palo Alto. theatreworks.org

Concerts

6XPPHU&RQFHUW6HULHV The Summer
Concert Series is a community event for all
ages. Families can picnic, dance and visit with
friends and neighbors while listening to music.
Genres include rock, pop, blues, jazz, salsa,
tribute bands and a variety of cover music.
Through Aug. 7, 6:30-8 p.m. Free. Fremont
Park, Santa Cruz Avenue & University Drive,
Menlo Park. business.menloparkchamber.com

Music
WKRI-XO\)LUHZRUNV6SHFWDFXODUZLWK
6DQ)UDQFLVFR6\PSKRQ\ Conductor Edwin
Outwater leads the San Francisco Symphony
in a festive outdoor performance alongside
vocalists Capathia Jenkins and Constantine
Maroulis, ending in a grand finale of fireworks.
July 4, 8 p.m. $15-$75. Shoreline Amphitheatre, 1 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View.
concerts1.livenation.com
(DUO\%LUG-D]]IRU.LGV-LP1DGHODQG
WKH=RRNHHSHUV Stanford Jazz Workshop
founder Jim Nadel shares his entertaining and
informative introduction to jazz, presented
in a kid-friendly environment. Attendees can
sing, clap and dance along to this educational
performance. July 6, 10-11 a.m. $18 or $24 at
the door; discount for under 18, free for SJW
members. Dinkelspiel Auditorium, 471 Lagunita
Drive, Stanford. stanfordjazztickets.org

Festivals & Fairs

WKRI-XO\&HOHEUDWLRQ Menlo Park is hosting
its annual Fourth of July parade and celebration, featuring live music, kid-friendly activities
and food trucks. July 4. Parade starts at 11:45
a.m.; celebration noon-3 p.m. Burgess Park,
701 Laurel St., Menlo Park. menlopark.org

Talks & Lectures

%UDQGRQ5%URZQ In his work, “The Apollo
Chronicles: Engineering America’s First Moon
Missions,” author Brandon R. Brown, himself
the son of an Apollo engineer, revisits the men
and women who toiled behind the lights 50
years after the moon landing. July 9, 7-9 p.m.
Free. Books Inc. Mountain View, 317 Castro
St., Mountain View. booksinc.net
/LWHUDWXUH%RRN&OXE/HVV The Menlo Park
Library Literature Book Club meets the second
Tuesday of the month. The selection for July
is “Less,” by Andrew Sean Greer, in which a
struggling novelist travels the world to avoid
an awkward wedding. July 9, 7:15-8:30 p.m.
Menlo Park Library, 800 Alma St., Menlo Park.
menlopark.org
.HHSLQJ<RXU9HJHWDEOH*DUGHQ+HDOWK\
DQG3URGXFWLYH This educational talk covers best practices to fend off insects and
disease from summer vegetable gardens while
minimizing environmental impacts. Attendees
should bring samples of pests and damage for
diagnosis. July 6, 10-11:30 a.m. Free. Master
Gardener Palo Alto Demonstration Garden,
851 Center Drive, Palo Alto. mgsantaclara.
ucanr.edu

Family

$Q2OG)DVKLRQHG)RXUWKRI-XO\ Children
are invited to hand crank homemade vanilla
ice cream and make traditional Independence
Day crafts to take home. July 4, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
$3; discount for students, seniors; free for
children under 5. San Mateo County History
Museum, 2200 Broadway St., Redwood City.
historysmc.org

Museums & Exhibits

3XEOLF7RXU$QGHUVRQ&ROOHFWLRQ The
Anderson Collection features modern and contemporary American paintings and sculptures
assembled by a Bay Area family who built the
collection over the last 50 years. Wednesdays,
Saturdays and Sundays through Dec. 18,
12:30 p.m. Free. Anderson Collection, 314
Lomita Drive, Stanford. events.stanford.edu
$UWLQWKH(YHQLQJ The Main Gallery exhibits
works from 17 local artists in acrylic, watercolor
and mixed media, photography, metal, wood,
ceramic, mosaic, glass and jewelry. Through
Aug. 30, 5-8 p.m. Free. The Main Gallery, 1018
Main St., Redwood City. themaingallery.org
¶7KH+DSS\+RPHPDNHU+LVWRU\RI
+RXVHKROG$SSOLDQFHV· The “Happy Homemaker: History of Household Appliances”
exhibit showcases vintage washing machines,
stoves, refrigerators, heaters, vacuum cleaners, coffee makers and more. Through Aug.
18, 11 a.m.-4 p.m. Free. The Museum of
American Heritage, 351 Homer Ave., Palo Alto.
moah.org/
-RVLDK0F(OKHQ\¶,VODQG8QLYHUVH· Josiah
McElheny’s “Island Universe” examines both
cutting-edge art and physics. The monumental
installation of five hanging chandeliers is a
visual response to recent theories of the multiverse, an elaboration of the Big Bang theory.
Through Aug. 18, 11 a.m.-5 p.m.; closed Tuesdays. Free. Cantor Arts Center, 328 Lomita
Drive at Museum Way, Stanford. museum.
stanford.edu
.DKOLO-RVHSK¶%/.1:6· Kahlil Joseph,
a visiting artist in the new Presidential Residencies on the Future of the Arts program,
presents his work “BLKNWS,” a two-channel
video projection that blurs the lines between
art, journalism, entrepreneurship and cultural
critique. Through Nov. 25, 11 a.m.-5 p.m.;
closed Tuesdays. Free. Cantor Arts Center,
328 Lomita Drive at Museum Way, Stanford.
museum.stanford.edu
¶7KH0HGLXP,VWKH0HVVDJH$UWVLQFH
· Using works created since 1950, this

Go to AlmanacNews.com and see the Community Calendar
module at the top right side of the page. Click on “Add your event.” If
the event is of interest to a large number of people, also e-mail a press
release to Editor@AlmanacNews.com.

exhibition explores the relationship between
subject, content and the materials that
informed each object’s production. Through
Aug. 18, 11 a.m.-5 p.m.; closed Tuesdays.
Free. Cantor Arts Center, 328 Lomita Drive at
Museum Way, Stanford. museum.stanford.edu
3RUWROD$UW*DOOHU\3UHVHQWV´/RFDO&RORUµ
The Portola Art Gallery presents “Local Color,”
an exhibit of pastel and oil paintings by Mary K.
Stahl, offering her interpretation of local color.
Through July 31, 10:30 a.m.-4 p.m. Portola Art
Gallery, 75 Arbor Road, Menlo Park.
3XEOLF7RXU$XJXVWH5RGLQ This exhibition
celebrates Auguste Rodin’s pursuit to convey
complex emotions, diverse psychological
states and pure sensuality through the nude.
Wednesdays, Saturdays and Sundays through
Aug. 31; times vary. Cantor Arts Center, 328
Lomita Drive at Museum Way, Stanford.
events.stanford.edu
3XEOLF7RXU0HPRULDO&KXUFK Tours of
Stanford Memorial Church, one of the earliest
interdenominational churches in the West, feature the church’s stone carvings, mosaics and
stained-glass windows. Ongoing, Fridays at 1
p.m. and the last Sunday of the month at 11:30
a.m. Free. Memorial Church, 450 Serra Mall,
Stanford. events.stanford.edu

Dance
6XPPHU1LJKWV$PHULFDQD6ZLQJ1LJKW
Filoli Historic House and Garden offers a night
of swing dancing, lawn games and a sunset
hike. July 4, 5-8 p.m. Filoli Gardens, 86 Old
Canada Road, Woodside. filoli.org

Film
6WDQIRUG*OREDO6WXGLHV6XPPHU)LOP
)HVWLYDO This free festival will show 10 films
from countries around the world, including
India, Norway, Germany and Hungary. This
year’s films will focus on the theme “Earth:
Habitat for All.” Through Sept. 4, 6:30-9:30
p.m. Sapp Center Auditorium, Room 111, 376
Lomita Drive, Stanford. sgs.stanford.edu

)LOP6FUHHQLQJ¶127KH5DSH'RFXPHQWDU\· Since its release in 2006, this award-winning documentary has been used in the global
movement to end violence against women
and children. The screening will be followed by
a discussion with representatives from Rape
Trauma Services. July 8, 6-8:30 p.m. Free.
Menlo Park Library, 800 Alma St., Menlo Park.
menlopark.org
6*66XPPHU)LOP)HVWLYDO+DGLWKL=D
.XPHNXFKD7XQX Mashoto is a young man
working in the fast-paced city when his mother
dies. He returns to the village to learn the lessons of nature, the earth and the roots that
draw their nourishment from it. This film is part
of the annual Stanford Global Studies Summer
Film Festival. July 10, 6:30-8 p.m. Free. Sapp
Center Auditorium, Room 111, 376 Lomita
Drive, Stanford. events.stanford.edu
.HUU\7ULEH¶7KH(OXVLYH:RUG· The 2017
film “Afasia” pairs the verbal journey of Christopher Riley, a photographer and friend of
the filmmaker who struggles to speak after
experiencing a left-hemisphere stroke that left
him aphasic, with Tribe’s own narrated effort to
relearn the Spanish language. Through Sept.
30, 11 a.m.-5 p.m.; closed Tuesdays. Free.
Cantor Arts Center, 328 Lomita Drive at Museum Way, Stanford. museum.stanford.edu

Lessons & Classes

&OD\ &KDUGRQQD\ As participants sip wine,
an art instructor will lead a step-by-step artistic
adventure to create a clay masterpiece. Supplies, aprons and wine all included. July 9, 6-8
p.m. $35; discount for members. Little House
Activity Center, 800 Middle Ave., Menlo Park.
Search meetup.com for more info.
%HJLQQLQJ&HUDPLFV In this beginning class
geared toward teens and adults, attendees
will learn to navigate the ceramics studio. The
basics of hand building and slab work will be
covered. Through Aug. 14, 5:30-8:30 p.m.
Little House Activity Center, 800 Middle Ave.,
Menlo Park. business.menloparkchamber.com

400 Redondo Beach Road
Half Moon Bay

Just a short walk to the beach from this fully renovated ranch
style home!
dd^WbUsdMdzbpWOáJOModdapBbMJBsVoddapà#lObddo
l_BbzWsVpd_WMVBoMzddMddopsVodtUVdtsà OBtsWTt__|
landscaped spacious lot with full RV parking. Yard is a perfect
beach retreat with a stone patio surrounding a tall outdoor
oOl_BKOàdKBsOMWbTodbsdTdlObplBKOdbJOBtsWTt_.OMdbMd
OBKV.dBMsVBs_OBMpsdsVOdKOBbà

Ask me how we can spruce up your home for sale
with no upfront costs to you!
Vicky Costantini
Realtor®
650.430.8425
vicky.costantini@compass.com
DRE 01498092
2930 Woodside Road
Woodside, CA 94062
dalBppWpBoOB_OpsBsOJod^Oo_WKObpOMJ|sVO/sBsOdT B_WTdobWBBbMBJWMOpJ|ntB_dtpWbU#lldostbWs|_BzpàWKObpO!taJOoà__aBsOoWB_loOpObsOMVOoOWbWpWbsObMOMTdoWbTdoaBsWdbB_ltoldpOpdb_|BbMWpKdalW_OMTodapdtoKOpMOOaOMoO_WBJ_OJtsVBpbdsJOObyOoWOMà VBbUOpWbloWKOÛKdbMWsWdbÛpB_OdozWsVMoBzB_aB|JOaBMOzWsVdtsbdsWKOà
No statement is made as to accuracy of any description. All measurements and square footage are approximate.
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Viewpoint
IDEAS, THOUGHTS AND OPINIONS

ABOUT LOCAL ISSUES

Government/business collaboration has led city into a mess
By Bill Wood

W

hile reading Kate Bradshaw’s
article about the Menlo Park
City Council’s decision to back
away from a citywide moratorium, my
reaction was one of disillusionment. I’m
a single-family homeowner who came to
the Peninsula years ago because it was a
pleasant, relatively tranquil place to raise
my family. It certainly is not that way now.
I share the complaints of many Menlo
Park residents outlined by Ms. Bradshaw.
There is too much traffic everywhere. It
takes forever to get anywhere. There are
too many new buildings. Too many people
coming and going. And we’re going to
get more. There is no end in sight. It is a
problem that will not be solved by doing
things the way we do them now.
The congestion issues we face are a good
example of government and business collaborating to pursue their own interests,
which, sadly, don’t match those of the
community. That’s the real issue. It’s fundamentally about city governance.
Government employees want more
people to govern. They want more problems. They want more programs to solve
those problems. They want more rules so
they can hire more people to administer
them. They want complexity in the daily
life of the community, even though they
say they don’t. Only with more of these
things can their departments grow and
they themselves legitimately aspire to
raises and promotions. Growth and its
associated problems are very much in the

LE TTE R S
Our readers write

Read the Mueller Report
and decide for yourself
Editor:
People across the political spectrum might conclude that the
Mueller Report is not worth
reading because: 1) It is filled with
incomprehensible legal jargon; 2)
It is too expensive to purchase and
too long to read; 3) The salient
parts have been redacted; and 4)
The report “does not conclude
that the President committed a
crime.”
I would like to respond to each
of these claims.
1) Although there are thousands of legal citations and references, the text of the report is
surprisingly readable.
2) Paperback versions of the
complete report are available in
many public libraries, and for less
than $8 on Amazon. An e-book
version is available for $0.99, and
an audiobook for free. The sense

Bill Wood is a longtime
Menlo Park resident
and a former planning
commissioner. He
is retired from
an international
finance career.

GUEST OPINION
local government’s interest.
Business, particularly the real estate
industry, always seeks more growth and
people too. More development, more
building, more economic activity, more
revenue, more profit. No surprise there.
So, with business and government
wanting the same thing, and with most
residents unwilling and/or unable to get
involved enough in city governance, it’s
pretty obvious why we have the problems
we have. Some growth is inevitable and
fine, but our system is geared to excessive growth that harms the community,
regardless of what politicians, staff, advocates, or anyone else may say publicly. It’s
that way because it suits powerful interests. Things work only when government,
business, and the community are on the
same page.
Sometimes, an individual with a residentialist community viewpoint becomes
a member of the City Council or Planning
Commission. Sooner or later, though, he/
she inevitably succumbs to the unceasing pressure from city staff, development
interests, and housing activists for more

of the report can be gleaned from
two executive summaries, one for
each volume. Both can be listened
to in 51 minutes and read in less
time. (The quotations in this letter
are from the second summary.)
3) Much of the evidence for
obstruction of justice by the president has not been redacted. For
instance, his attempt to fire Mueller when the president became
aware that he was being investigated, and to limit Mueller’s investigation to future election interference, are amply documented.
4) Although the report “does
not conclude that the President
committed a crime,” it also states,
“... if we had confidence that the
President clearly did not commit
obstruction of justice, we would
so state.” It defers to Congress:
“The conclusion that Congress
may apply the obstruction laws
to the President’s corrupt exercise
of the powers of office accords
with our constitutional system
of checks and balances and the
principle that no person is above
the law.”
To enable people to decide
whether President Trump acted

growth. They are enticed to rationalize
their surrender with terms like “balanced,” “sustainable,” and “equitable”
growth. There’s always a reason for more,
more, more. The problems we are living
with today were caused by growth projects
that were marketed in similarly appealing
terms when they were launched.
When a new project is proposed, the
Menlo Park Planning Commission and
the City Council consider that project’s
impact on traffic. But they look only at
the incremental traffic impact from a
particular project. That is always rather
small and hardly ever “significant” (which
would require some sort of “mitigation”).
Over time, of course, as the base of traffic
increases with each completed project,
this incremental traffic review system
always concludes that new and larger projects generate either the same or lower traffic impacts, even though, cumulatively,
they are producing a lot more.
No one ever looks at what the traffic
impact on Menlo Park would be if we and
other cities on the Peninsula were built
out to the maximum under current codes.
If responsible political leaders had done
that 20 years ago, and the actual quantitative impact on traffic of all possible new
construction under prevailing code had
been made public, residents would have
been shocked and probably would not
have allowed much of recent development
to take place. We wouldn’t have the mess
we have now. For that reason, of course,
neither government nor business has any

above the law is why the report is
worth reading.
Tony Holtzman
Eastridge Avenue, Menlo Park

Public input ignored in
Caltrain bike car decision
Editor:
I am deeply disappointed with
Caltrain’s recent decision to adopt
an inadequate layout for the new
Caltrain bicycle cars. The cars
hold fewer bikes than current
ones (72 vs 77), and the layout of
the seats prevents clear view of
the bikes and will encourage even
more bicycle thefts.
This layout was presented by
Caltrain staff at public meetings
where it was clearly opposed
by a majority of attendees. The
public gave constructive feedback
and proposed alternatives, but it
was clear that Caltrain staff was
not interested in accepting any
public input at those meetings.
Instead, Caltrain board and staff
have rammed an inferior solution
down our throats.
This decision is bad for Caltrain

interest in being transparent about the real
story.
To summarize, I don’t know anything
about the legal aspects of a moratorium.
All I know is that, if the residential neighborhood community in Menlo Park is
unwilling to take forceful action to try
to preserve some sense of neighborhood
life, we can only look forward to more
urbanization, more traffic, more congestion, more crowds, longer commute
times, and a less attractive place to live.
Pressure for higher-density zoning in all
residential neighborhoods isn’t that far
away. Business and government will be
pleased with that, but the community will
give up what many of us came here for in
the first place.
When people espouse views like these,
they are sometimes derided for “nimbyism.” That’s OK. I am a NIMBY. All of us
are, in one way or another. Most just don’t
want to recognize or admit it. Atherton
residents don’t want high-density housing
in their town, regardless of the enthusiasm some may profess for the ideal. Housing activists don’t want a chemical plant
across the street from their multi-unit
dwellings. Affordable housing advocates
don’t want their projects next door to a
jail or a junkyard.
Being a NIMBY seems a perfectly
natural human trait. Unfortunately, the
word has gained considerable credibility
and acceptance, in spite of being nothing
more than an illogical ad hominem attack
label in the arsenal of growth advocates.

and the Bay Area in general. Bicycles are key for coupling commuters to Caltrain in “the first mile”
and “last mile” of their journeys
because there are few other viable
transit options on the Peninsula.
Shame on Caltrain for this

poor decision that goes against
the interest of riders! Why does
Caltrain accept public funding
when they do not take public
input seriously?
Thomas Greene
Redwood City

What’s on your mind?
From City Hall politics and the schools to transportation
and other pressing issues, the Almanac aims to keep
readers informed about their community. But we also
want to hear from you.
Tell us what’s on your mind by sending your letters to
letters@AlmanacNews.com. Or snail-mail them to: The
Almanac, 450 Cambridge Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94306.
Letters should be no longer than 300 words.
You can also submit a longer piece of 450 to 600 words
for consideration to publish as a guest opinion column.
Questions? Email Renee Batti at rbatti@AlmanacNews.com,
or call 650-223-6528.
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BAY AREA CANCER CONNECTIONS (BACC) is the region’s largest
support network serving those affected by breast or ovarian cancer. The agency
informs and empowers individuals through free, highly personalized services.
BAYAREACANCER .ORG

1% for Good Palo Alto awards grants to local organizations actively making a positive
difference in our communities. Sereno Group 1% For Good Charitable Foundation has
donated $2,363,483 since 2012.

W W W. S E R E N O G RO U P.COM/O N E P E RC EN T
PALO ALTO // LOS ALTOS // SARATOGA // LOS GATOS
LOS GATOS NORTHPOINT // WILLOW GLEN // SANTA CRUZ // APTOS
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